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Washington. May 3. The govern
inicagn, May 3. some power
ment today filed hi the supreme court
which the world will heed must take
the initiative in proposing peace to
of errors. New London county, second
the world," said Robert Treat Payne,
Its
Judicial district of Connecticut,
ot Koston, in his opening address to
brief In the case of Edgar G. Monden
the peace congress today.
plaintiff. againt the New York, New
e meet nere in eiucago in ihs
Haven and Hartford Hail road comhope that Chicago will make the
pany. The case was brought under
Cnitid States to take this initiative,
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the constitutionality of the act which
ha. been challenged by the defendant THIS WEEK.
tween Russia and Japan. America at
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last made bold to Intervene. Do you
Attorney General Wickersham and
remember how cordially this Inter
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ventlon was sustained?
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personal interest In this case because
condemned the policy of war. Rare PETER C. HAINS, FOR THE MURDER OF W. E. ANN IS.
of its great importance and at the
outbreaks of actual war occur, yet
KILLED
GOVERNOR
FALL
FROM
SCAFFOLD
outet state that the government has
all people are coming to condemn the
no interest In another question in
folly of constant preparation.
The the secretary read a letter from
volved than to defend the validity of
GOVERNMENT CANCEIS
cost of the annual burden is bank President Taft. which said In part:
Autltorlties
tlie
Can't find
Boss of Workman on Central Avenue Ventur-e- d rupting the nations and the wealth
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regret
"I
am
I
to
that
unable
at
Congress passed for the protection of
7An Pueblo and Will Prosecute
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of the world rt fuses to be longer tend the peace congress ond I wish
a vaat number of citizens and for the
COMMERCIAL TREATiE
Clansmen.
I 'ell to the Sidewalk.
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and
safety of Interstate commerce, in the
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take
must
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the
case Involving the constitutionality of
distinguished men. The possibilities
Santa Fe, May 3. That Ysidro
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sus- tlement of international
for him and who are unable to get tained a broken ankle and and
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"The policy of the United States tion of commercial agreements with
In oral argument.
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Indians of that lonely
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PRESIDENT
AMADOR
ter pointing out the defects in the' forhas become ineffective as a means of en by
courts to death for murder,
tieneral Nagal to the military
Nairobi, East Africa, May 3. Roos- mer law states that the proposed
deciding International controversies, JapaneseConsul
officers, were hanged In different parts of the
admiral
and
his
bagged
evelt
one
more
lion
yesterday,
measure avoids these criticisms by
DIEO YESTERDAY since a war between two of the lead while the men of the United State city this morning. Major Yousslf, his
confining the application of its pro- making three lions and one liones son and three other men, who killed
nig powers today would mean mu warships w ill give a minstrel show
he
on
has
present
shot
the
trip.
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a Servian deputy in front of Parliatual economic ruin before a decisive the Nipponese Jackies, aboard for
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one
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ment, were executed on the spot
victory and defeat could he reached West Virginia.
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President
tlie Republic of
do
tive power of Congrees over com- ing good
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work.
It
Panama
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merce while employed by such carothers were hanged at the entrance
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It asks tlie gov
sources that the Roosevelt par
Yesterday.
to the ministry of war and three at
smi im.i; nxn
rier in such commerce. In the brief, native
ernments of the Third Hague confer
it.
ty will arrive at Nairobi May 15.
it is contended that the questions
the Stamboul and Galata bridge.
ence to sign conventions pledging
Grand Junction, Colo... May 3.
raised in this case are settled by tho
agreement to the three points j'.ist Alter three nights of watching the
decision of the supreme court in the
described :
fruit crop and of applying the
MOTHER
OF
HAINS
former liability cases and that the
"1. Removal of the causes of war 'smudge pot" treatment, fruit raisers GOVERNOR SLOAN
statute is constitutional though broad
by speedily regulating
the grand valley believe the crop
all internaenough to include an action for an
tional interests by conventions ami safe. Examination of the buds tends
ALSO
WILL
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SWORN IN SATURDAY
Injury sustained by a servant of u
treaties, each with clause insuring to show more than 0 oer cent 'v'U
railroad engaged in interstate compacific settlement of any
dUliculty be harvested this year. The use of
merce caus' d by the negligence of an
Uiut may arise from said arrange-ment- ,. smudge pot last night was not so New Chief Kxevutive for ArUona
employe not engaged in interstate She Is to be Culled as ltsl Witness
general as on preceding nights, but
Takes Office and Suggests Kcoii-oin- y
commerce.
for tlie Defense tioiored Maid
"2. Settlement by pacific means of ffectlve nevertheless.
for llic Future,
"In passing this statute." the brief
Tells of Aunts and Mrs.
nil difficulties arising from Internaargues, "Congress was legislating solePhoenix,
May 3 Judge RichAriz.,
yet
Hal its.
tional Interests not
covered by
ly with respect to the relation of Inard E. Sloan was sworn in us governconvention or treaty with pacific 'ROPOSE NEW TRAIL
terstate railroads and th'.-i- employes
or of Arizona Saturday afternoon by
c Inuse.
Flushing, N. y
.1.
May
With
comwhile engaged in interstate
Chief Justice Kent. Tlie ceremony
Major John P. Ha ins, the defendant's
"3 Universal law thai decisions by
merce. It is the object of the act to bi other, on the
took place in the executive chambers
pacific means of any international
the third week
protect an employe engaged in Inter- of the trial of stand,
INjjRAND CANYON and at its conclusion, retiring Govdifficulty shall. In no case, endanger
Captain Peter Hains,
state commerce from injury as the lt Jr.. for killing William E. Annis. beernor Kibbey congratulated
Sloan,
the
Mid developof any negligence of the inter- gan today. It is the purpose of the
saying that he believed Sloan would
ment. I. e.. the vital interest
and
Harvey
state carrier or of any of its instru- defense to call Mrs. Virginia Hains,
'ord
Here
to
Foresgovernor.
be
Consult
Govthe
last territorial
honor of any nation,
ernor Sloan began his duties as govmentalities. While a servant of an in- mother of the defendant, nc the last
try OMMal About tlie New
"We have met in this second naterstate road U about his master' witness. It is expected that she will
ernor this morning.
tional peace congress In the Interests
Plan.
business and engaged In interstate tell of the eccentricities of Haiius us
George U. Young was also sworn
of an unrealizable dream, but of
not
commerce he Is entitled and is within a child.
In as secretary of the office, Saturgreat already triumphing reform,"
ii
the protection of the Congressional
Ford Harvey, head of the Harvey day, succeeding J. II. Page.
Emma Lavelle, a colored domestic,
suiil Dr. Benjamin F. Trueblood, secpower.
retary of the American Peace society. system of cutinif houses, is in the city INVESTIGATE
took the stand when .Major Hai
Jl'IKiKK
"The interstate business of railroads iinished today.
"The peace movement has passed its accompanied by Mrs. Harvey and
13 so mingled with
cam:
in m issoL'iii
their state business
"I
Thornton
H.tiits it was too
Is far along Captain J. H. Fleming, superintendtold
period.
theoretical
It
Washington. May 3. Congressman
that no segregation can be recognized tad that the captains home was beent
of
trails
at
El
practhe
Tovar
hotel
at
completion
Its
the
of
toward
.Vnuidor.
President
Murphy of Missouri today introduced
In regulating the relation between Ining
'.lie Grand Canyon of the Colorado.
up." said the witness. "I
stage," continued the speaker.
a resolution calling for an investiga
terstate carriers and their Interstate told broken
Panama, May 3. Or. Manuel Am-- ! tical
Thornton that I saw Annie in the
women,
men
great
"The
now
and
a
purpose
The
of the visit here of Mr. tion of the official conduct or Judge
I
servants."
t. the lirst president of the Re--' host, who believe that the day Is past Harvey
captain's home, hugging anil kissing
and Captain Fleming is to Phillips and Judge Mc.Pherson of the
The brief concludes as follow:
died
yesterday, when blind brute force should
Mrs. Hains. Mrs. Hains said to me: public of Panama.
confer with th. forestry service In United States district
Mis- "This is a wise, progressive and
after a lingering illness, at the age of
is my affinity."
the policies of nations an,j pre- rigaru to a new irau the anta re oUrl. He alleged thatcourttheyof have
humane .statute. It seeks, within ap- This
r. Amador was the leader side nt the
The witness said th.it Annis and 75 jenrs.
settlement of their dif- Railroad company proposes to maks'Leen guilty of misconduct in the
proved and conservative lines to ac- Mrs.
on
"carried
dreadful" in the rey. lt against Colombia In ferences, are now thoroughly organn '.he (Hand Canyon. The pro- - cent railway rate litigation, being on
complish an object whose worth and while Hains
Cm:;,
which resulted in the inde ized. A hundred years ago
captain
was in the Philipthe
there wa posed new trull will tu about six undue terms with railway attorneys,
Justice all men have long admitted pines.
pendence of p.uiuma.
a
not
society
in
organized miles west of the El Tovar hotel. En- - He also charged Phillips with being
that many other olvllized nations have
He amassed a fortune In commerce to promote appealexistence
to the forum of glneers for the railroad company be- - abusive to lawyers and jurors in this
long ago attained. Legislation that s
and later studied medicine with the rtason and right In the
adjustment lic-they have found a place where crurt.
to protect tho railroad employes does every constitutional
objection now risult that he became prominent In
Toa tietter trail may be mane into the
not benefit a class alone. The safety urged against It should make It va- medical circles of his country. Though of International controversies.
Tries to Slop It.
day
are more than 500, nearly canyon Tli old Bright Angle trail Is
Jefferson City, Mo., May 3. Gov
of an Interstate
carrier's servant lidity assured.
elected president of Panama in 1896 everythere
Important
nation having its too steep In many places. The place ernor lUdley this morning telegraph
means the safety of Interstate com"We respectfully submit that the he never took nttlce because of a
Dr. where the proposed new trnll will be ed to Congress Murphy, asking him
merce itself.
act here challenged is an appropriat- revolution which overthrew the con- group of peace organizations."
Trueblood mentioned some of these located Is on the Pan Francisco na- - not to Introduce a resolution for the
"With respect to this act not only ed exercise of the power of Congress servatives.
He
refused
high
other
and told of the work they were do- tlonal forest and a special permit will Investigation of Judges McPherson
Its benenclent purposes but the care to regulate commerce between
the offices offered him and his election
ing.
have to be secured from the de- - and Phillips. The governor said he .li.i
with which It was framed to meet states and ought to be upheld."
I
(resident was unsought.
At the opening of the
eongres, ' partment before It can be made.
not instigate the resolution.
e

close-mouth-

Washington. May 3. In the commodities clause of the Hepburn rate
lew the supreme court of the United
States today reversed the decision of
Judge George Gray in the United
States circuit court of Delaware and
upheld the constitutionality of the
act.
vi
The original action was begun by
the government against a number of
eastern railroads under the commodities clause of the rate act. which forbids a railway carrying , timber, coal
or any other commodity which It
controls, other than for its own use.
The roads resisted and Judge Oray
held against the government, deciding;
that the law was unconstitutional and
worked practical confiscation of the
property.
This decision the supreme court
reverses. It holds that tho clause is
regulation of commerce, which Con- -'
gress has a right to enact. .
The court holds that railways arj
not restrained from holding stock in
corporations.
the commodities
which they carry, and that If they do
a
control
commodity and sell it before .shipment, tby may carry it. If
they have, in good faith, parted with
it before engaging it for shipment.
:
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Washington, May 3. A plea against
free lumber and a story of oriental
labor figuring in the difference of
cost between the two sides of the Canadian boundary line was the
of a speech in the Senate today by Senator Piles, of Washington.
Mr. Piles contended that a tariff
sufficient to save the American manufacturer he United States market,
for his low grade lumber and shingles will make it possible for him to
utilize every part of the tree. If this
market were taken possession of by
the Cunadian manufacturer, the American lumbermen, he said, would be
obliged to leave a large per cent of
the tree in the forest, a total loss and
constant (Ire menace to the standing
timber.
In Washington, he pointed but,
lumber is the principal industry, employing 1 10,000 men with average annual wages exceeding
60,000,000.
The Washington state legislature
commercial bodies, labor unions and
banking interests have urged the retention of the duty on lumber and increased duty on shingles. The difference in the cost of stumpage
in
British Columbia and in Washington.
he said, was about $1.50 per thousand.
While the shingle Industry had
In Washington since 1905 It
Increased In British Columbia phenomenally.
There was, he eaid, a material difference in the cot of labor, owing
principally to the use f upward of
75 per cent oriental la'.tor In British
Columbia. Despite
Oriental labor
mills of equal capacity on both sides;
of the boundary employ practically
the same number of, men. There was
a difference of approximately
l per
thousand on water freight rates to
California ports, as British Columbia,
(an ship in foreign vessels
while
Washington inu-- t use American bottoms In the coastwise trade. Logging
also costs more on this id. 1.100
miles of logging railroad being
in Washington.
Free lumber, he said, would stimulate tin- development of Canadian
provinces ami be a detriment to the
business intere.-t- s of this country. Mr.
Piles declared that
practicall
the
only persons seeking a lumber tariff
riduction are American owners of
timber In Canada and he presented
an appeal from tlie Washington forest tire association agnin.--t atey
He exhibited
all original
proposed contra t of sale that Canadian lumber men had submitted to
American consumers l:i which they
stipulate that one half of the reduction In duty shall be paid to them.
suj-stan-

ry

TO 1IKI.P TIIK IMH
.
Washington.
3.
Mav
President
Taft today nomlnuted Ernest p. Ilol- ennb, of Utah, to be an Indian com- n'lssioner.
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March 2S, 1909.
Territory of New Mexico, OITloij of the Secretary.
9 of
Tubllc notice is hereby given that In compliance with section lcgls-Council substitute for House bill No. 213 of the Thirty-eight- h
fatlve assembly, approved March 17, 1909. requiring the Secretary of
Mexico, The
the Territory to designate an official newspaper of New newspaper
of
Albuquerque Citizen is hereby designated as such official
NATHAN JAFFA.
(Signed)
New Mexico.
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Seal)
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CTTIZEX IS:

VEX ALnCQCEIWt"E
The leading Republican daily and weekly newspaper of the Fkmibwea.
The advocate of Republican principle and the "Square Deal."

,

CHE ALBCQCKHQCE CTOZEN HAS'.
The ftneet equipped Job department In Xev Mexico.
rhe latest repoirta by Associated rress and Auxiliary New

ijil.Y'I

Rervlee.

TTE GET THE NKWS FIRST."

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

W faTor the immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and
arlsona aa separate atate In the Union. Republican National Platform.
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Citizen
io

Reforming tfie Press
The New York Evening Post recently gave Utterance to an editorial
which Is along the right lines and which me rits fulled publicity and consideration at the hands of the newspaper fraternity and the reading public all
over the country.
Tha editorial In question Is of too great length to be reprinted In full,
but the important features are contained In the following:
The problem of reforming newspapers has been so long discussed, with
auch meagre results, that It Is a relief to hear of the reform of the newspaper reader being undertaken. That is the real home for this kind of charity to begin at. First catch your newspaper reader, and nil him with so deep
and Indecent that he
a disgust at what is trivial and vulgar and sensational
will make a powerful demand felt for better newspapers, and better newspapers you may have some hope of getting. The trouble is that this demand
is, in general, left so feeble and inarticulate. That it exists at all. it sometimes takes an unusually shrewd editor to discover, i ne such, in a largo
city of the west, who had been placed In charge of a paper of the chrleking
order, looked about him and perceived that there was a large element of
university trained men In that town who might like to be addressed as reasonable human beings. He urged the proprietors of his newspaper to leave
off bellowing, and the result was a very gratifying Increase of both prosperity
lit a city filled
and Influence. Per contra, we know of another
with cultured people, which recently changed owners and lapsed into the
yellow variety, with the consequence of displeasing and losing a great many
readers, to the consternation of the new regime. These instances imply what
could be done by means of newspaper patrons, if they could only be reformed.
A beginning of the work has been made on a modest scale in England.
The English press has not yet fallen to our lowest levels, but Is rapidly hastening that way. The same efforts of sensational and childish methods of
journalism are observable there as here. Those Interested In education and
aocial reform see the need of fortifying people against the intellectual vacuity
and the moral disintegration which come from steady and unwinking reading of silly or coarse and reckless Bheets. Accordingly, a first Btep has been
taken by the Clubs' Industrial association. This organisation located In the
north of England, has recently formed a "newspaper class" for working
girls. The object Is to teach them what papers to read and what to avoid,
and also what parts of any given newspaper to g'.ve chief attention to and
what to skim or skip.
The idea seems excellent, as driving directly at the great lack in all
this business, which is the lack of discrimination. To vast numbers of people, all newspapers look alike. Print Is print. In whatever game it presents
itself, and Is a thing sacredly to be received. You will see clergymen and
ladies turn from reading n religious paper to a
benevolent silver-haire- d
perusal of the Devil's Own, with no sense of Jar or shock. In the universal
flux of Judgment and Jumble of opinions, the power of making distinctions
aeems to have been lost. Long habit Inure even young girls to displays of
newspaper vulgarity which, in any other form, they would think repulsive.
"It la only those ridiculous newspapers," they say. Now the first aim of education Is to seek to give the ability to discriminate, to know what is good
and what Is evil; and the responsibility of educated readers, who go on patronising venal or demoralizing newspapers, is much greater than that of the
unthinking and ignorant. The latter can, perhaps, be taught to be a little
more fastidious, but what of those who already know, and who profess to be
select In their taste and associations, yet who act as if they cared not how
soiled are the papers which they take In their hands.
The discrimination which it may be hoped the reformed newspaper
reader will exercise, goes further. It will deal not alone with the eholco of
the Journal to read, but with that of what mutter it Is to read. There Is a
great amount of newspaper reading which can only be called slavish, people
bury themselves in the pages and devour them from the first heading to the
last personal Item. An appalling dissipation of energy and dulling of the
mind cannot fail to befall many In consequence. They exhibit an abjec t reverence for the printed word that Is fairly Arabic. Anything put into type
must be both true and valuable, they seem to think; and they pore over the
Intellect destroying columns with an intentness that is truly marvelous. A
man ought to be trained, or to train himself, to look for his own In reading any newspaper. He should chiefly consider, as Coleridge did, in reading the Bible, that which "finds" him. The proportionate amount of time
to be devoted to mere news, to discussion, to literary features, to financial
reports, to criticism in art. or music or drama all this Is something which
Intelligent readers ought to be able to work out for themselves. Many of
them, we suppose, do so; the others, and the blunkly ignorant, may well appeal to the compassionate aid of reformers.
President Hadley of Yale was quite right In his recent contention that
we cannot make great progress In Improving the intellectual and moral tone
of newspapers until newspaper readers and patrons are improved. Until
they learn to discriminate Journalism will find it easier to be undiscrim-Inating- ;
until they Insist upon measure and reason, exaggeration
and
clamor will continue to rule the columns, ad brawling ignorance to give
Judgment all day long. These English reformers of the newspaper, who
are to try to teach people what
take hold of the business by the right
papers are worth reading und how to attain a consistent and useful point
of vl w In reading them. There is neither copyright nor tariff to prevent
the use of the same Idea In tills country, where the neec of something of
the kind is great.
Every windy
The Topeka State Journal evolves the following idea:
day ought to be a legal holiday. When the wind blows as it does In Kan-wa- s
In the spring it is too much to ask anybody to work. Statistics will show
that most of the business trouble, foolish errors of employers, the stupid
mistakes of emplnyts. dangerous quarrels with competitors, and misunder-Ktandin- g
with old and valued friends, can be traced to the effects on the
disposition of two or three windy days. Nobody is fit for work on such a
day. Energy, politeness, patience and the other qualities necessary to success in any bfuinesit or profession are Impossible. Therefore, at the next
session of the legislature it is proposed to have a bill passed making every
windy day a legal holiday for all classes.
department of history and
Th4 giver of the sum of 150.010 ti Ilarva-d'- n
l
government, for
rash ,r ttrecgtherdng instruction,
to municipal government, Is the son of the lute Frank Thompson, president
of the Pennsylvania railroad, firaduuting at Harvard. Mr. F. U. Thompson
Studied law at the University of Pennsylvania.
Recently returning to Philadelphia, after life on his ranch In New Mexico, he pinna to devote his time
to public affairs and his money to clvlo uplift in ways that the Rift to Harvard snows will be
n--
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Laugh and the world laughs with you," has nothing to do with
baby.
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furnished the office with a nice
typf writer and stand and besides we luive plenty of chairs to
our friends when they
call for a friendly chat. Come nrotind
FVomn X5ha
CITlZEV WANT ADS PAY
)
and see u and we assure you that a
w;irm wieenie will await you. The Kroni the K in.su City Times,
Hilda News.
That the Installation of a modern
bout line on the .Missouri river, the r i
ST I 1. 1
eoinphtlon of the proposed system of
Tltl Mlsxi:i Avi"A I'M" HUKY." ii i; . Hubbard, proprietortiiii:i
of the deep waterways in the country, t lie
till returned from Meridian restaurant on Railroad
n
"Aunt Hurry"
opining of traffic through th' Panaa visit to Albuquerque on Monday of mi'', had
missing freshly laid ma canal would make Kaii.-a- s
City
this w ek. She Intended coming ear- 'V
from his hen house In the rear the pnatest distributing city In Amlier, but the train missed her, and of his place if I'lisim ss for several erica was pf di te, lust night by Walvlie wns compelled to' wait. Estanela lajs and he hit upon a plan to catch ter S. Iilekiy. lie id of the "use the
Nr- s.
the chap.
liver" lii" mi Ml, Mr. Dickey
This morning he Invested some It fore a meeting of the Candle l.lght
l.liT CM ABISIUA I ATK.
pocket change in n steel Imp at Oeli- club of the Fifth ward at Mueiile-bach'- s
l.et the women abbreviate us mm li rlni; s and set the trai. to await re- ami State line.
hall. Forty-firs- t
as they may choose, both about the suits,
It was his first public speech on the
pretty
shoes;
collar and above their
t
nut long until he heard a subject since In accepted the plac
then Tor a congregation, dear preach-- j
rcing Scream by an urchin on the o the head of the "use the river''
you-tor
lurch,
n,.y
cr.
all
not be in the
and he went to ascertain the movement.
the men in this old town will he sui ol fusion of It. ti"t thinking it possi- "I accepted the leadership of the
Alamogordo
News.
go
to
to .church.
ble that the trap had landed an egg movement," said .Mr. JH. k'y, "on con- thief so so hi ns that. Hut It had! jdition that 1 million dollars was
tih:y wkki; hot onks.
The boy is n bunt
of age. cured for capital, and that enough
i". I'. Mlars, George True's partner and has been making a practice
of. freight be pledged to make the line
3-liin the Huh Haberdashery, now realrobbing In ns' lusts and stealing ev- - pay a profit. And if the money comes
of greasing a tr thing el-- e
ises the Importance
portable that ho was as 1 believe It will with the backing
buggy. Last week he started out to strong enoiiiili to carry away. Las 'of the people here, we'll make Kansas
visit his claim eight miles northeast of Vegas Optic.
t'lty the greatest inland city in the
town and was so anxious to get there
country.
he didn't take time to grease the ax"Nowhere else ha there been a city
KI, A Pl: i:i AX AI.IHI.
els, and one got hot and swelled so
The lute Arizona legislature
was which has scored such great advances
also ilid Mlars when he was compell- the subject ..f investigation by the in the face of Injurious frelgMt rates
n .l..,i'
ed to forego the trip and hike hack Phoenix grand Jury. It passed such Mia 1,'iltluuu fit,- lint
a'.
to elovls In the dark. Clovis News.
contradictory laws that It was gener- l'loaeh the subject as an attack on
ally coniede, that the only motive the railroads. In fact, the boat line
s.
A MASK IS NKEDF.ll.
was graft.
It was told all over the will Increase the tonnage of the
Poring the ball game Sunday af territory that Kean St. Charles had
Formerly some persons thought
..r tin nun ..pr.,....! k,- that the improvement pf highways
ternoon Fred Onllamnre stopped a hot i,.ri.n.l n
llner with the right eye and carries ath0 liquor interests to vote against the would hurt the railroads. Instead
hunch of court plaster over that op- - piu.,. (1(,aI option bill. The Phoenix the good roadsj movement was so
tic as a result. Hilly Singleton, in grand Jury spent considerable time In- - j belpf ul that some railroads now send
grabbing the sphere back of the hnt.
stigatlng the matter, and could dis out special cars and experts to teach
stopped a foul tip with his fa it, cover no evidence of bribery. Several the farmers how to make good roads.
PHONE YOUR WANTS.
"The reason that a town wa foundand a badly swollen eye w hich he car- members of the legislature were beries, testifies to the great necessity fore the Jury, and ull swore they were ed here was that this is at the great
for the use of a catcher's mask.
virtuous and hud not been bribed. bend of the Missouri river It Is
Clovis News.
Mr. St. Charles testified that he had farthest west and the farthest south.
never refused nor been offered a All traffic came up the river and was
NEW MVKSTOOK AfiKXT.
bribe of llO.onn on the Pace or any distributed over the Santa Fe trail.
A circular has been received at the
natural advantages apply in
other bill. He further testified ihst The name day
of railroad transportalocal office of the Santa Fe announcif he told any story of being offered this, the
ing the appointment of F. S. Brooks a bribe that he must have been drunk tion.
"With a waterway through the Illito the position of general livestock when telling it. Once again is Arioup-innrnois river to Chicago we can send our
agent for the road to fill the vacancy zona's
reputation
whitewashed.
wares out through the great lakes
cuused by the death of J. I. Conway. Lordsbui'K Liberal.
and the Erie canal to the Atlantic
Mr. Brooks was formerly assistant
general freight agent of the A. T. & TAIK AHOIT FltKIUIIT HATES. ocean, or up the Ohio or down to New
Orleans and thence to the Pacific
S. F.
His headquarters will be In
one hundred pounds of express
the Panama canal. At the
Kansas City.
ice. cream for Instance
costs thirty-fiv- e through
seaports
the freight would have to be
eents to ship from Denver to
ocean-goin- g
vessels
Trinidad. It costs $1.15 to ship the transferred into
HAXDY TO ILVK AHOl'MI.
but
eaving
labor
devices have resame
Is
package
a public spirMrs. H. L. Handy
from Denver to Raton duced
the cost of transferring from
though Raton is less than twenty
ited citizen. This week she voluntarLos Angeles, and return $35.00
ily visited the business men and oth- miles farther from Trinidad than is vessel to vessel to a minimum.
"In Europe necessity has forced the
er residents endeavoring to secure Denver. The same package would countries
to make use of waterways
enough funds to insure electric light- cost forty-fiv- e
cents by express from that we could
San Diego, and return
call creeks. You go up
$35.00
ing of the streets.
Why Is this a river,
San Marcial not Trinidad to Raton.
into
sea.
canal
a
from
the
tar
being incorporated, all improvements thus? Trinidad
manufacturers of And Into this canal you will find othSan Francisco, and return $40.00
of a general nature must be sup- ice cream can compete with Raton er canals digged by towns
far away
ported by contribution.
Mrs. Handy manufacturers as they can ship to from the main line. And through
this
met with excellent success, and New Mexico points at a much lower
artificial stream the coal, iron
street lighting is assured. San Mar-ci- rate than can Raton. Then we won- small
heavy freight is carried into the
der why Industries cannot be built up and
Standard.
town and through it the finished merTickets on sale May 6, 8, 11, 13, 15, 18, 20, 22, 25, 27
here. This Is a matter demanding at- chandise
is
out. And they get
tention and one that we cannot be their riches carried
FOR. SAX .TCAX.
and 29, also every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday June,
litl lT TREES
from
not
countries,
other
F. E. Quirk says he will dispose too swift In getting righted. Let ev- from each oth'er aa do we Americans.''
July and August; return limit Nov. 30, 1 909. Call at ticket
of a total of five ears of fruit trees in erybody talk this matter over with
A LtKsoii IYoiii the Map.
office for lull information.
I.a Plata county this spring. This somebody whu'e business it is to look
Here M Dickey paused and with a
means over 100,000 trees from this after the personal Interests of their
one nursery. He also disposed of own town and get some concerted ac blue pencil stepped to a map of the
five car loads in Montezuma county tion going toward a remedy. Raton United States that hung on the wall.
Tm
Then he marked off the Immense terand about the same number In San Dally News.
ritory drained by the Missouri and
Juan county. New Mexico, making a
V
Mississippi rivcre.
f?f
POISOX IXH RABBITS.
total of fifteen cars of trees for this
"That," said ho, "Us the Mississippi
The News has been asked by one
Immediate section. With trees from
other nurseries It means upwards of of our older and more successful watershed. The products of that terri8.000 acres being added to fruit.
farmers to call the attention of the tory should follow the rlvere and gj
people of the valley in general to the out Into the Gulf of Mexico at New
Durango Herald.
lact that at this time of the year a Oiieuns. if the people of this territory
XO HEVKIUIMiKS TI1EX.
large number of rabbis, both jacks keep Insisting on their demands the
When Colorado was admitted as a and cottontails can be readily slain government will Issue bonds, as it did
state a third of a century ago. Its by poisoning. There is In existence a for the Panama canni, to make this
population
entire wuterways sytem lit for conwas only 75,000. which pievulcnt although false idea
OF A GOOD BANK
was less than New Mexico had at that Jack rabbits never enter holes In that
tinuous navigation. Even now engithe
time, of that 75,000 one-halived ground. Our informer who has given neers say the Missouri river below
In the
southern counties and were the mutter unit o'hit .r .i.iv m,,i.. Kansas City is a better stream for low
Is important not only for the present, but
mostly
who adversely that the jack rabbits do go water navigation than the Mississippi
"Mexicans."
also
for the years to come.
could not speak English, while
old
And
north
of
Cairo.
boat
line
the
Into holes just about this time of the
of the other half of the state's year when the breedir.g season Is on, eomparrti s have proven that It can be
The
right bank connection will be a material
navigated.
population consisted of the liff-raof and drop
care for their young successfully
help
to
your every day business.
got
ve
to
right,
thing
"We
this
start
the world, collected In Denver and n ones in the and
ground. He further conand we'll get there by going to it and
few mining camps. But there were tends that if poisoned grain
Is placed
This
bank
has a successful record of safe, constaying
nn Reverldges In those days and since in" the holes,
it. ."We can't make it a
domestic animals can- success with
servative
banking
from the day of its organiwith
obsolete
then. Colorado has made
good not get to H, arij beharmed, while
nor If wc use the old fashioned
abundantly.
zation.
Raton Dally News.
both the old rabbits and the young boats,
will ea of it and be slalh. The plan Itveo and roustabouts for unloading.
HAD THE PKOPLK OrF.SSlXfl.
I.Kik to the River
him:.
is incxp-n.vi it, should
be tried by
You ought to have heard some of
"The first step in this undertaking
A fw fen's' worth of strychnine
all.
in for Kansas City to assume control
the remarks made about the color placed
in a half gallon of water, In of the water front.
that was being put on the front of which grin
The city only has
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
is
provides
soaked,
the
Nels Nllsen's home last week. People
a few hundred feet along the river
poison.
Drop the poisoned grain In
and that Is choked off by the Missouri
wondered "what Mrs. Nilsen could the rabbit burroughs,
CAPITAL
AND
SURPLUS
9 200.000
or In runs Pacific tracks. The railroad's lease on
be thinking about," to allow her home
where
get
to
domestic
animals cannot
to be literally painted red! No ex- It
way expires in 1911 and
light
the
of
and the trick Is turned. Estanela we must not allow
planations were vouchsafed, however.
that lease to be reNews.
A few days later J. B. Potts, that artnewed.
istic decorator, climbed the ladder
"GTcat fireproof warehouses
must
IX THE SPIUXtJTIME.
be trected along the river front anj
with a little hatchet-shape- d
brush
they mitet be equipped with cranes
and n bucket of pure white point and
once mo' de Springtime,
began marking off the front In small,
and every labor saving machine that
De fiin dimoin' higher.
M, RIDLEY, President
H. B. RAY, Secratory-Trevnre- r
will unload rapidly the barges and
oblong measures. Then the onlookAn" de bluebird
WILLIAM
MANAGER
BRYCB,
ers waked up and had to acknowledge
boats.
These
be
must
tracks for the
On de telegram wire!
transfer of freight from cars Into the
that those most interested knew whnt '
boats. A shipper isn't going to give
they were doing. The new "brick
i nice
rno' de Springtime
freight to a boat line if he knows that
front." which was the result. Is one :
Hot sunil shine.
the merchandise 1m likely to lie on an
of the prettiest on the street.
Sam
White manil git me open levee through rain and sua.
Marcial Standard.
Keep me
We've got to huve river front faelll-tie- s
PHOSPKROrS
YS.
for the proper care of freight.
once mo" de Springtime!
The editor has Just furnished a
The ledge of solid rock along the riv
(INCORPORATED)
we mus' part,
Mister
Winter,
F.anetum sanehirum which Is second
er between the bridge and Grand aveI gw ine ter try de sweetness
to none. C. E. Hall has moved from
nue
Is
an excellent foundation
to
Of de w atermilllon's heart!
IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS
the office in the News building forstart on.
F. I.. Stanton, in Atlanta Constitumerly occupied by him to the Roddy
may
seem that we are progress"It
tion.
building, and the News man took ading blowiy. But with so great a pro
General Foundry and Machine Shop
Albuquerque, N. II,
vantage of the opportunity t furnish
ject we can't afford to hurry for four
xtrr oiT.
him a nice front office. We have sucof going off half cocked und spoiling
ceeded in having the floor covered Exchange.
everything. The completion
of the
with a neat pattern of linoleum, put
"Henpeck Is down and out since canal will force Kansas City to
up a few fancy pictures on the wall lie's married, isn't he?"
do something or retire from the map;
with which to try and attract the at"He may he down, but '. II bet yoj but in the scientific navigation
the
tention of all angered or offended per- have never s. en him out after supper size of this city will be quadrupled cmrmomcmcmcmcmomoaomoeomom
sons, who may chance to call, and time."
and twenty years from now we will
be proud of the fact that we helped
push the "use the river' movement.
"Every town along thu 400 miles
between here and the mouth of the
up-to-da-te
river is looking to Kansas City. They
mill
write to me wanting to Invest money
Angeles.
in the boat line stock. The only point
they ;usk for reassurance on is whether this is merely a plan that may
prove short lived.
Their interest is
thoroughly amused. We must use
our Influence to get them to improve
their water fronts and to prepare for
in
the protection
warehouses
of
freight that our boats will bring tJ
them.'
call on us.
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BAD BREAK.

You .say that's Caruso's voice on
,
that record?"
"Yes."
"Well, I read where he had hurt
hid voice, but I didn't suppose it was
cracked as bad as that."

United Statesl
Depository

Capital ana
Surplus

$250,000 I
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IHtJAVY
The Proildcnt Will Try to
Straighten Out Matters
With the Sea
Fighters

CITIZFN.

v.uik

Tntt.

norl.l of flip bnttlrfhlp fleet was the
primp test of the worthiness of the

sailor nnd their ships. The voyage
has done more than anything else to
quirt the fear that disaffection 1n the
depnrtmi tit has wrought injury to the
service on the sea.
President Taft believes, as aid his
predecessor. In a greater navy. He Is
in favor of a. battleship building program that will keep the navy In the
path of upbuilding. The president be
lieves if perfect harmony of work and
of Interest can bo secured In the departmental offices there will be little
left upon which to base complaint of
the sea service In any of Its branches.
In due time the administration's attention will be turned to naval affairs
ami It will not bo diverted until efficiency In every branch cornea into Its

Beautiful building lots in the Perea Addition only $10
down, balance $10 a month. Call at office now for plat
and prices. Salesmen to show property.

own.

QUICK

POLICE WORK

n.
aiay j. (.onuiuonsi
STOPPtO THE SWINDLE
F. H. MITCHELL
not yet altogether calm 111 the
navy department, though the half
FELIPE
GURULE
gulf i.i.ti. was blowing 'i while ago has
Washington. D. C, May 3. Clever
in part subsided. It Is President Taft'g
intention as oon as a respite comes detective work and prompt action on
from his present active tariff and the part of the police of Oakland. Cal..
anti-trulaw activities, to take up prevented a bogus geologist of the
i retary of the Navy Meyer the
with
United States geological survey from
affairs of the department In an ef- fraudulently collecting and making off
fort t abate nil friction In the bu- with a possible couple of thousand
BIG LEAGUE GAMES
reau and to put the sea service upon dollars.
as sound a peace basis an Its war
one v. f. (oiiie, possessing sev
basis Is admitted to be.
hailing from Vancoueral aliases
The president is not thoroughly fa- ver, H. C, and
ha
to the au- WHERE THEY AltE PLATING
miliar with the machinery of the navy thorities that he confessed
THIS AFTERNOON.
thought it would be
departments President Uoosevelt was a simple
easy way to outfit himfamiliar with it, but because of prece- self for aand
trip to Mexico by stopp'-'National
dent aJid tradition and active opposi- In Oakland and engaging
a nun.
Pittsburg at Chicago.
tion on the part of some o; t.ie
of young men for United States geoCincinnati at St. Louis.
officials he was not ble io logical survey work
In Alaska during
make thlnga run smoothly. Man after the coming season,
requiring
to
them
Western
man held the place of navy chief, and deposit with
him 165 each as a guar
Omaha at Pueblo.
man after man met with disappoint- anty
they
that
quit
not
would
the
Ies Moines at Denver,
ment at the end of a brief period of service. He therefore,
opened an ofSioux City at Topeka.
work.
fice In Oakland, hired a stenographer.
Lincoln a .Vkhita.
President Taft eminently was
work done In
In his adminln aii.ut
f tne nad iza worth of
letter-head- s
printing
geological
survey
HOW THEY STAND.
war department
successful In face of
elaborate blanks, forged several
the fact that his duties were divided, and
cleverly
written letters addressed to
Won. Lost. Pet.
the Philippine.-)- Cuba and tne Panahimself from the director of the sur- Detroit
3
12
.800
ma canal taking a large part of his vey
7
5
.583
time and energy. He will act a an youngshowing his authority to hire New York
men for government service. Itoston
7
5
.583
adviser rather than as an order-give- r
6
5
.500
to Secretary Meyer, and he hopes, his and then inserted an advertisement Chicago
5
5
.500
confidants say, before the first year for such young men In the Oakland Philadelphia
5
8
to Cleveland
.385
of his administration ends the navy papers. He was well prepared
7
3
.300
department will get out from under carry out the game, but unfortunately Wasington
for him the Oakland detectives were St. Louis
4
10
.2S6
the shadow of trouble.
Little things have made for J'til on the watch for just such confidence
National ICagiic.
oi.sy and friction in the eea service. schemes unci a member of the "force"
Won. Lost. Pet.
There are officers wno have the right applied for one of these Alaskan Jobs
6
4
.600
to set down after their names the at "60 a month and found." Tlten Boston
6
followed a little quick communication I hiladelphla
4
.600
words "with the rank of rear admir
8
6
.571
ai." These staff officers occasionally between the Oakland chief of police Pittsburg
8
10
6
. 5
called themselves out and out "rear and the San Francisco office of the Cincinnati
S
7
.633
admirals." The line officers objected geological survey and also the direc- Chicago
4
6
.400
and a matter that was, from the lay tor of the survey at Washington. In New York
6
4
.400
man's point of view, of picayune im the meantime the applicants for the Brooklyn
6
positions
many
11
portance, provoked in the service dis- Alaskan
were
.363
and St. Louis
Coble
was
evidently
expecting a rich
sensions that to some extent injured
haul for his three days' work. Thirty
discipline.
Western league,
Won. Lost. Pet.
There are other troubles in the applicants were to report on Tuesday
0
navy department which overshadow and clinch their places by depositing Wichita
4
1.000
3
1
Moines
this affair of rightful rank. Through with Coble $65 each. If they hadn't
.750
1
2
.667
the efforts xf one or two men In the $65 handy but could raise $25, for Topeka
2
Congreas, economy of administration instance, he would, he stated, person- Pueblo
.500
2
2
In the navy yard was secured after ally advance the difference against Denver
.500
1
a hard fight in which the opposition the applicant's future salary. To lend Lincoln
2
.333
sprang from the desire of the bureaus color to this scheme he had a forged Omaha . .
3
.. 1
.250
having workshops in the yard to car- tetter ifrom the director of the sur- Sioux City
4
0
.000
i
ry on their labors absolutely Inde- vey and also blank
expense checks
pendent one of another. Thel bureau against salary account. But by MonSATURDAY GAMES.
trouble In the yards, however, was as day the mesh had been sufficiently
nothing to the bureau trouble In de- tightened around the enterprising but
American League.
partment headquarters.
unsuspecting Alaskan promoter, and
K. H. E,
At
Detroit
Complaints of the methods of some he was unceremoniously arrested and,
9
3
5
of the bureau chiefs were common after a brief hearing. Jailed, thus In Detroit
0
2 11
among the subordinate officers, main- definitely postponing his Mexican trip. St. Louis
Batteries: Works and tanage; Bai
ly of the line. These complaints and His offense Is stated to be punishable
the reason, or lack of reason, for them by $1,000 fine or three years' im- !e and Criger.
filially became public property.
The prisonment, or both, and he is being
Other American league games
attack on the methods of construc- held for the action of the
federal
by snow, rain and wet grounds.
.
tion of the oattle ships and ruio ra grand Jury.
was the result, in part, of the warring
National Ienguc.
only
The
people It appears w ho are
between the officers In the depart- cut of pocket In the matter are the
and cruiser stationery printers and the stenogra
R. H. E.
ment. This battleship
At St. Louis
4
8
8
trouble is of too recent occurrence to pher. The typewriter
Cincinnati
purchased
on
1
7
7
need extended explanation, but it may upproval for the Alaskan work and St. I.oul
be said that line officers and staff the reservations of
and
Hole,
Rhodes
Batteries:
ten
steamship
officers were to be found on ooth berths for the Alaskan applicants I'lielps; (Jasper and Karger, McLean.
games
sides of the controversy, a fact which were recovered
All other National
and canceled re
In itself shows all the rights in the spectively.
because of bad weather.
case could not have been in the keepWestern Itcugiir.
ing of the men whose duty it Is tJ
command ehips and who know little
It. II. K.
At
Denver
of office work.
0
7
6
Denver
Secretary of the Navy Newberry,
2
5 10
Omaha
who held office only a few weeks,
Hiitteries: Hohannon and Zalusky;
formulated a plan of reform in the
llollenljeek and Gonding.
department, and, while he was not
permitted to stay in office long
R. II E.
At Pueblo
enough to give it an adequate test of
4
I. s Moines
8. 04
trial, it seems probable that the New3
6
Pueblo
berry id a will be carried out by the
Haltei-jesKiruan, Herehey an 1
present administration until It proves
lieekinge
Walsh. Coates and Mitze.
its usefulness or its uselessness.
Congress probably will tike a Hand
R. 11. K.
At Wichita
SiIn the matter of bringing about har2
x City
3
6
3
mony and efficiency in the depart4 12
Wichita
Hatti-rlesment, but Congress doubtless will ju
M'ltor and Shea; Clark
recguided by the administration's
und tjuesser.
ommendations. Some members of the Taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
At Topeka
R. If. K.
naval affaire committee
of both
4
8 10
Lincoln
House and Senate have been affected Vegetable Compound
7
6 12
by the bureau bickerings. Committee
Columbus. Ohio. "I have taken Topeka
Butteries: Jones and Sullivan; Hlap-n- il
members have taken sides in past Lydia E. I'inkham'a Vegetable Com.
Thomas-ika.
and McManu",
controversies, and it is said they have
aurlng
pound
change of life. My Kern.
been influenced to some extent by
personal feeling and by personal
doctor told me it
Sl'MIAV'S UAMKS.
was pood, and since j
frleiidrihip for naval officers involved.
taking it 1 feel so
There has been a consolidation 5f
America 11 Ix'ague.
much better that I
some of the bureaus in the depart- At Chicago
R. II. E.
.
can do all my work
a consolidation that was a part
1
5 10
again.
I think Chicago
of the general reorganization plan of
'.
1
6 10
Lydia K. linkham's Detroit
Secretary Newberry. It is not known
Wll-!et- t,
.Sullivan;
Com.Smith
Batteries:
and
Vegetable
i
lie
whether the coiieulidatl'.".
pound a tine remedy
Mullen and Schmidt.
Not long ago Commander Hutch
for all woman's
I.- Cone,
who took the torpedo boat
At
St. Louis- -It. H.. E.
troubles,
I
and
flotilla around Cape Horn in the
St. I.ouis
forget
to
inever
tell
givof
was
wake
the battleship fleet,
0
friends what It has done for me." Cleveland
(n to understand that he was to b myMrs.
E. Hai.sok, 304 Kast Long St.,
Batteries: Powell. Ii Uy and Ste- made chief of the bureau of uteam uoiumuus,
umo.
I hens;
J.iks and Clarke.
engineering. Commander Cone, if exAnother Woman Helped.
perience counts for anything, is adGraniteville, Vt.
Xational I.cuc.
"I was passing At Chicago
mirably tilted for the post, but the throughtheChangeof
I Jfeand suffered
R. H. E.
bureau of which It was Intended to from nervousness and other annoying Chicago
1
8
2
make him the chief is one of those symptoms. Lydia K. Pinkham's Vege5 10
1
Plttsbuig
'
that has been consolidated with an- table Compound restored myhealthand
Batteries:
overall and Moran;
other, and at the head of the com- strength, and proved worth mountains t 'o ill t and Gibson.
bination is Rear Admiral Capps.
of gold to me. For the sake of other
Second Came
R. H. E.
If the making of one bureau out of suffering women I am willing von I'lii.ai;"
4
0 C
two does not work well In practice, should publish my letter."
if rs. I'lttshur
6
0
6
Granite-Tille,
may
get
K.
Cone
his promotion, but it Charlks JJarclay,
F.l
Itioiljach.
Ilagerman
Batteries:
will not come uiui! President Taft
Vt.
Leirleld and Gibson
Women who are passing through this end Mcr.in;
and Secretary Meyer have assured
who
period
or
are
Buttering
themselves that
return to the Inde- critical
At St. L 'ilis
R. H. E..
pendent bureau system is best for the from any of those distressing ills pe- Cm iiin.iii
1
4
5
lone
sight
sex
not
to
should
culiar
their
g
service.
5
St. Loiii-j
years
of
Lydia
thirty
the
fact
for
that
In
Recent developments
England
B.itti ries: Rowan. Campbell
and
have shown the United States is not E. I'inkham'a Vegetable Compound, McLean: Iteliee and Phelps.
which
roots
and
herbs,
is
made
from
the only country which haa navy deSecond Game
R. H. E.
has been the standard remedy for Cincinnati
partment troubles on is lun.l'. Th-r3
13 14
every
commuills.
female
In
almost
never has been any question as to the
8 12
St. Louis
7
who
you
will
nity
have
tind
women
efficiency of this country's
active been restored to health by Lydia 11
Game called In seventh Inning on
sailor, officers and men. and of the
account of darkness.
ships at ea. The cruise around the riiikhuuVi Vegetable Compound.
L'wing, Gasper, Camp- Batteries:

v

n.ur-dinato

euc-cessf- ul

.

Office: 204 Gold Ave.

O. K. B. SELLERS
bell and McLean: Moren, Salee,
ginbotham and Phelps.
WitiUTii
At Denver
Pes Moines

Hig- -

Telephone 899
Automobile No. 9

'RAH! 'RAH! GENTLE SPORT LEAGUE OPENS SEASON

Ix'assue.
R.
tf

h.

n
n

E.

Denver
3
Batteries:
Biersdorfer and Heck-ingeJackson, Adams and Zalusky.

FORE'.

5
1

1

r m. but

fwuHwcVi
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-

r

1
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At Topeka
K. H. E.
Topeka
3
3
5
Sioux City
t 8 8
Batteries: Kaufman and McManus,
Starr and Towne.

At Pueblo
R. H. E.
g
Omaha
7
Pueblo
5
10 16
Batteries: Rice. Panders and Gond-In- g
and Good; Swift and Mltz.

'r.

At Wichita
H. E.
Lincoln
2
8
2
Wichita
3
5
2
Batteries:
Hoskenherry and Sullivan; Brennan and Weaver.

American Association.
At Milwaukee
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At Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Kansas City
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At Columbus
Columbus
Toledo
At Ixiulsville
Louisville
Indianapolis

BREWERS

i

MEET
NEXT MONTH

ings, which will be addressed by men

run-dow- n

J la.

How Uncle Sam's Whiskey
Test is Outdone
There's a little greea Government stamp over the cork of
every bottle of the famous t'edar Brook Whiskey the aristocrat of all whiskies since 1S17.
That little stamp means Uncle Sam has marked It as hav-la- g
complied with all his requirements as to purity, being
straight, 100 proof, full measure and aged four ye trs or more.
That little green stump means Government supervision
from the raw grain to the bottled product.
It's a pretty severe test, this of Uncle Sam's, but the name

I

11 i

9

19

of the highest professional standing
who will be invited to dtacuss gome of
the phases of saloon problems and
Annual Convention of the Asoiaiioii Drewing business from the standnoint
of the community. The brewers side
Will lie Held at Atlantic City.
of the cae will also be given by men
within the ranks who will set forth
Atlantic City, N. J., May 3. The the results of good and bad license
4 9th annual convention
of the Cnit"U leglslutlon and probably indicate the
State Brewers' association
will
be extent to which saloon regulation Is
held at the Hotel Shelburne, Atlantic related to the general problem of efficiency in municipal government.
City, on June 1, 2, and 3. The association represents in its membership
about 75 per cent of the output of
Lived 152 Years.
the brewers of this country and lead
Wm.
England's oldest man
ing men from every state in the union married Parr
the
120, worked
will attend the gathering. Prohibition, In the field third time at
till
133 and lived 20
which has made such headway In the years longer. People should
be youthlast few years, will be discussed in all ful at 80. James Wright,
of gpurlock,
its phases, not only by men In the Ky., xhnwfl how to
young.
remain
"I
trade, but also from the layman's feel Just like a
boy," he
standpoint, and with thte end In view, writes,
bottles r,f
an elaborate program Is now being Electric Bitters. taking six years
kidarranged. A number of well known ney trouble madeForlifethirty
a burden, but
speakers have been asked to address the first bottle of
thia wonderful medthe convention on this and kindred icine
me I had found tho
subjects, and on account of the Im- greatestconvinced
cure
on earth." They're a
portance which attaches to this prob Godsend to week,
sickly
lem of the day, the convention pro old people. Try them. 50c at all deal-or
ceedings will be watched with a great ers.
deal of Interest.
o
In accordance with the plan which
It is not what yu pay for advertis
was so successfully adopted
at the ing but what advertising
PAYS
convention at Milwaukee last year TOU. that makes It Taluable. Our
there will be one or two public meet rate are lowest for equal service.
DURING

no-nt-

..040
.17

10

R.

--

Win. H. McBrayer'

ITS

j?"

Bottled in Bond '
means that the test of Uncle Sain is outdone that this
whiskey is all the Government requires, aud more.
The name Cedar Brook guarantees not only all that
Uncle Sam requires, but also quality supreme, a wonderful smoothness and flavor, a delicacy aud a richness
both its own and incomparable, and that it is aged six to
eight years beyond mere governmental requirements.
The name Cedar Brook means the choicest grains
and the finest of pure spring water.
There are other whiskies able to pass the routine
examination of Uncle Sam, but there is no other whiskey equal to the Cedar Brook test remember that.
At all placet, where good liquor is sold.
JULIUS KESSLER

CO.. Distillers

Lawrenceburg, Ky.

12.5,000.000, but also to the cost of
maintenance of fire departments and
the amount of insurance paid over
and above the money returned to reimburse owners of buildings.
"While we are wasting several
times as much property per capita as
Europe, we are also destroying
In
these fires five time, as many Uvea
as are lost in the other countries. In
1906. according to the United States
census. 6,000 persons die of burns
and perhaps 10,000 were seriously
Injured.
other country suffers so enormous conflagration losses as does the
Five Big Fires In April Re- - United Htates and it is this class of
loss, due to the rapidity with which
flres spread. Involving whole blocks
suited In Immense Dam.
and cities, that require attention,. In
age and Loss of
spite of the most efficient Are departments In the world, for which AmerLife.
ican cities are celebrated, and in
spite of an abundant water supply, all
human efforts are powerless when
Washington, D. C, May 3. Federal once a fire gets under considerable
experts who are making a study of headway where
Inflamable
and
building materials that w ill best with- flimsy building construction prevails,
with
the
result
every
In
that
city
and
stand Ore and who are therefore tak village In
United States there Is
ing a keen Interest in the Are losses ever presentthe the
possibility of large
us they are reported fur the entire loss of life and property.
country, declare that In spite of all
"The federal government is directly
fforts toward hetter building condi Interested In this question because it
Is
tions, the death and destruction due
the owner of buildings valued at
to fires and conflagrations in
half a billion dollars
1909 more than
will eclipse all previous records, with which are not Insured and Is spendthe exception of the years in which ing more than 120.000.000 each year
the Baltimore and San Francisco fires for new structures. Thia building and
occurred.
construction work is all Intended to
They point to the fact that In six- be of a permanent nature. It Involves
teen days of April, five big fires in interests of sueli magnitude thst the
different parts of the United States government can afford to take no
resulted in a loss of $6,000,000, the risks concerning either the methods
death of twenty persons, the injury of of construction, or the materials to be
seventeen, Hnd the rendering
home used. It Is therefore, necessary that
Its architects mid engineers have defiless of more than 3,000. The great
est of these fires was at Fort Worth, nite information concerning the
Texas, resulting In a property loss of
qualities of the different
between 13,000,000
and 14. 000. 000, materials of construction to the end
and the second In Importance was at that tlie government's buildings may
Kochestcr, X. Y., with a loss of half be properly safeguarded from Are
a million dollars.
within and without.
"The people of the United States
"Carrying out thia idea, the geo
have not yet learned the lesson of the logical survey, through Its technoloBaltimore and Kan Francisco fires," gic branch, some time ago completed
said Richard L. Humphrey, engineer a series of preliminary fire tests ot
in charge of the structural material building materials which
will soon be
laboratorlea of the United States geo- printed by the government In the form
logical survey. "Fort Worth's
re
t a bulletin.
The building materials
cent experience when more than 300 were placed In a furnace where
ga
nomes were devoured by the flames flames were forced by a blast of air
...
(if
Haw. -.
is but A renetltlnn
im
uhat
ne sine 01 tne
agtiiiiBi
r vthe past
material.
pened In
......-, i
.. u. .u .. .
and. what will oc- -'
h.winft.e
in noicu
ine ma- cur In the future until American mu - 'terlal was heate,
to the nolnf
niclpalltle wake to the sluation and nected In
,.na..,r,. .1- .- ....
ahH'J ,'1 ief.!8,a.,U
taken from the furnace and
rh'.uh
a hose
tlon of buildings that are not fire get the conditions w hich obtain
after
proof,
the liremen begin their work. The
"It seems difficult to make the peo- conditions under which
these test
ple believe that In 1907, tires In the wi re
made were unusually nevere. an
United States cost more than a mil- as none of the materia Is ''passed
lion and a quarter d.lla's for every
it proved a good tent
comday In the year, an ai:nun! tax of parative purposes.
The texts are not
more than J5 for every man. woman In any way conclusive.'
being t!i
and child in the country.
We are first of an extended
of invesspending a billion dollars a year on tigations,
but troy point out the
new buildings and construction work
of the different
while our fires
half a billion
dollars.

FIRE LOSS
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viable record as this. Our (ires are , du8 to ood work uU
costing from six to eight times as moot of onr patror
Habba Laundry.
..uvii v
i"ia as uoy couniry in
Kurope. By the total c ist of fires.
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While nearly every insurance mm
nanv prohibit! the use of jtasollne
for
nnd other explosive substances
lighting purposes, many of them give
rpecial permits not only under the
most rigid conditions and where a
file oc curs and It can be shown that
these conditions were not strictly adhered to, many polices are proven

MR. W. B. KERN, Tenor, Illustrated Sontjs
MR. J. ROACH, Baritone

in nearly all of the hirec cities.
and kerosene hunting joints
prohibited by city ordinance.
The chief of the A'.biui'lerille lire
department said today that be was
conducting an investigation or some
"f the private lighting plants here,
t hlch hum iriisoiinp. hut that before
discussing the question, he desired to
secure as much information on uie
subject a: possible.
It Is generally concerted that the
fire ordinances of the city should tie
drawn more strictly in this regard.
storms which
The occarlonal wind
territory
(,p p this section of tin.- - every
pre.
renk s it necessary that
caution should be taken to prevent
fires, coecially In the business center
of the city as well as In the more Isolated districts where the fire department would have to make n long run
before it could get into action.
"It should he remembered that the
stricter our fire ordinances and their
enforcement become, the lower will
a
business
lie our Insurance," said
man today. "I am In f:ivor of any
measure which will cut down the
danger of fires and reduce the cost of
insurance."
It Is likely that a more stringent
ordinance covering the matter will be
presented to the city council.

Matinee Every Day at 2:45; All Seats

10c

Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15

w

COLOMBO
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One nejr reel of ptetnrea each

47.
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Umttmrnm

Map.
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WHEN YOC DECIDE
TO IiOOK AROUND

:1S AJTD S:1S.

sa.

for high grade bread, cakes, pastry,
rolls or doughnuts come straight to
our store and you will see a layout
that will give you an appetite by its
appetizing flavor and attractive qual
ity. You need look no rarther than
our bakery for bake stuffs of the beet
that is made.
PIONEER RAKERT.
37 South First St.

Euaj

i

SONGS.

Oannody, Baritone Stager.

irrsa JENNIE CRAIG,

M osteal Directress.

! I

regular

Oive below the names and correct
address of any young people you have
reason to believe would attend a com
mercial college, und we will semi you
nice souvenir of our school and for
every one that enrolls by August 4th
next, from your list, we will give you
n additional chance at the $20 In
gold.
For Instance, if your coupon
was the 31st to be sent in and three
of the prospective students
whose
names you give should enroll, you
would be entitled to four tickets No.
31, put In the box from which
the
drawing will be made. Thus, you see,
you get one chance for mailing the
coupon to us. and one additional
chance for each name given from
which an enrollment la obtained.
Name
Address
Name
Address
Name
Address
'
Name
Address
Name
Address
Tyler Commercial College,
Tyler,
.
Texas.

tf

Money.
New York, May 3. Call money,
-

1

3&4

per

St. Ijouis Wool.
Mo., May 3. Wool
St. Louis.
Market Is firm; territory and western
mediums. 19e(fi2fc; fine mediums,
18cft 21 !ac; line, 12c 17c.

the aeaaon of 1909 our

delicious cream is more pop-mlthan ever. AH orders,
large or small. In or out of the
city, promptly cared for, and
delivery in food condition,
guaranteed.

ar

Stock.
Amalgamated Copper
Atchison
Pfd
York Central
Southern Pacific
I'nlon Pacific
United States Ste
pfd

&

77
107 7s
104
130
121
188
66
117 H

iw

Sflpply Company

1

Fourth et. Phone 40.

tiraln nnd roYllonit.
Chicago, May 3. Close:
Wheat May 1.26: July tl.llHv

112.
Corn

WaheJUp!
All kinds oi Filagree

OHta

Jewel-er- y

'i

manufactured.

GOLD

i

10.50.

Itibs

May

$11.87

'it

July

$a 91

4

Receipts
to 10c higher:
i,imu; market
beeves,
$.1.00 4r 7.1 0:
Texas steers
4.60i 5.75; western steers. J4.70W
5.70; stockers
and feeders. $ 3 A 0 iff
5.60; cow s and
heifers. $ 2.40 n, 6.25
calves $5.fi04. 7.Sn.'
Hogs Receipts. 44.00(1: market is
steady and n shade lower. Light,
sc

AVE.

68.
49.

i

; July
71
56 U ; 'July
18.02'-i- 117. SO; July
110.37 Vi; July $10.47

.

J J. A.WESTGARCIA
210

Pork
Lard

May
May
May
May

Chicago l.heslm-kChicago, May 3. Cattle

Get my Rrlcoa Bafore
Buying.

IN 60LD

Rooming House

J 2 per ceut; prime paper
cent; Mexican dollars, 44c.

I Pure Ice Cream

1700 No.

STOHK
It Wtil-- S 11VNDS
announced
Madame Ste wart-Iim- b
today that sin has purchased the lix- tures and stock of the Cash Millinery
store, which adjoins her present es
tablishment cm South Second street
and that ehe will place all hats now
in the Cash Millinery store on sale at
reduced prices for the purpose of
closing out the store.

Twenty dollars In gold will posi
tively be given away to the one hold
ing the lucky numocr.
Fill In this coupon nnd mall to us
promptly.

52c.

i

Dairy

TIIKCAsll MIIJ.INKKY

COUPON.

New York Metals.
New York, May 3. bead, $4.20
4.25; copper 12 ft 13c; silver

Open day and night, 211 West
Central.

The Matthew

Mice.

GIVEN AWAY

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

SAN JOSE
RESTAURANT

For

nine for ten yean, and he and his
family have a lirge number of friends
h re who will r. gret to learn of his
departure but .will be pleased to hear
Mr. Sc ward was
of his promotion.
manager lor the Mutual Benefit here
for three years.
Mr. Hartman, who puccecds him as
Manager for the company in this ter
ritory, came to Albuquerque last winter, and v as admitted to the bar after an examination heM at Santa Ke
t few months ago, which he passed In
an unusually creditable manner. 4in
.t
will take charge of the office

-

meals; we serve Snort Orders.
Chop Soey In aU
Noosllee,
styles and other Mandarin
Diane. Give ua a trial.

.

J

7.2ft;

;
$6. HO w 7.32
mixed.
7.35; rough, $6.Oi5i)
7.05; pigs. $5.7if!16.7a; bulk of Males.

$6.75

W

heavy,

;
,

$3,000.00

'MAY PLAY HERE
l

PiulillA
SoV

Trying to

to Play the ;ray

'

Jct

$.iltti

$100 R i:VARD, 9100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science ha
been aole to cure in all its stages, and
that Is catarrh. Halls Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
ing u constitutional disease, requires
a coiiHtitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfuces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease
by
and giving the patient strength
building up the constitution and assisting nature doing ltg work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Addess F. J. CHENEY & CO.. To-

uotkij .mtivi.s.

This .Month.

desirable prizes.

Manager Dan Padllln of the Albuquerque Orays, is trying to arrange
a series nf ball games with the Kl
Paso White Sox and If he succeeds,
the Kl pHsn.tenm will be brought
here for games S:turdny, Sunday and
Monday, the 2!th. 30th and 31st of
this month. The Kl Paso team is
composed of some of the best base
hall talent in the Southwest. The
firays nrc In excellent form this sea
son nnd are practicing hard for work
during the coming summer. Other
teams are In correspondence.

FREE

To the ten persona sending In the neatest, correct, artistic answer wlD
be given the above prizes. Every person sending a corrct answer will be ene
titled to share In the distribution of
prizes good on onr merchandise In the piano department, amounting to $100 each. All correct
answers will receive one beautiful art picture.
One of the great reasons for this offer la that we have been allowed the
amount of money (thla amount to be used In this contest) that i usually
spent by manufacturers in their general advertising campaign when they
place their advertising In magazines and eastern periodicals. We also wish
cash-valu-

000
PUZZLE ono
ooo

BALLOON

were added
Three mote mate-hestcrday to the tennis tournament
which is being held on the courts of
the Albuquerque Tennis club on Cen
avenue and were witnessed by a
crowd. The
small but enthusiastic
handicaps were so evenly arranged
that in two of the matches, it took
tAo out of three eamert to decide the
winner. The match between Dr. Elder
aid Dr. Smart and Messrs. Brooks and
Mi i rltt was won by the latter team by
tin- cl is.- scores of
5
and
Th
litest was exciting and the players
re cheered.
The other mutch
played yesterday were between Messrs.
Smi'.h and Wana and McDonald and
White, won by the latter by a score of
and Messrs. Ray
and
mond Stamm and Collier and Messrs.
SUtrges and McKee, was won by the
former team by the following wcores:
and
More matches are being played to
day and the tournament will continue
for at leant a week more.
Plenty of bunches have been placed
on the grounds and visitors are always welcome.
al

-

4.

Learnard & Lindemann

ti.

4.

A SAUQ OF GROCERIES

tty lasts. .

Aa a careful housekeeper
eu owe It to yourself to Judge the
thiracter 'of thla offer for yourself.

CJTAMriOV GHOCERT CO.
Seventh and TIJerat

efeone (1.

stoL-kei-

-

1

CAN YOU
SOLVE IT?

Take any number from 3 to 14 Inclusive and place In the eight circles
(or balloons) and one in the center square so that when It la figured horizontally or perpendicularly it will make 27. The same number cannot be
used more than twice. All answers must be mailed or brought into our store
by May 3, 1909. Send your solution on this or a separate sheet but do not
use more than one sheet of paper. Write your name and address plainly.
Every person sending an answer will be notified by mail. The Judges will be
representatives of the papers, their decision will be final. Be sure you address Desk No. 3.

ESTABLISHED 1900

206 W.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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CO.
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Capital and Surplus, $100,000

NTEREST

,

ALLOWED

DEPOSITS

SAYINGS

ON

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

T

(

THE

of COMMERCE
BANK
OF iLBUQUERQUE,
N. M.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

V.

QUEEN OF THE MAY

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S. STRIGKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldrldge,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwe 1,

1909

GROSS

1

KELLY

& COMPANY

INCORFORA TED

GROCERS
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
Albuquerque and Las Vegas

-

Slionld yon fall to receive The
Evening Ottiaen call up the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. 86, and your paper will be
delivered by special nieeHenger.

B.

. Briggs & Co.

DRUGGISTS
AJLVARADO

RICO HOTEL
MOVED '

HIGHLAND

FIRST ST.

THIRD STrtEET

Meat Market
of Freab aad Salt Meal
Steam Sanaa ce Factory.
BUtUi KXEI3WOHT
aaaoaie Batkllag. North ThSri Street
Ul Khada

PHARMACY

Occidental Building

Bring Us Your Prescriptioiu

Three doors north, to

119

PHARMACY

Ccrn.r Bold Ave. and 1st St.

AND BAR

s;

that going on here l not oftea
eaBeucceCL, it t eta? enough to offer
(roeerle at cheap price, but
r e&er first ..lad (resiles at LOW
ejUALITT PRICES. So nnuaual art
ke valuee that it will be wise for you
e lay la a stock while the opportun

2 Talking Machines, 2 Mandolins. 2 Violins,
pair Roller Skates, 1 Beautiful Doll, 10 Beauti-

2 Guitars,
ful Art Pictures
1

o--

like

of our placing a large order and the large contract

In consideration

St urges.
WIllX'K AT KKNXKDY.
J. V Stevens, Los Lunas; 'H. E S.
Santa Fe train No. 10 ran Into a
Smith, Pueblo; Win. O. Connor,
slowly moving freight at Kennedy
Louis; R. E. Cargo, Etancia, N. M
this morning, blockading all traffic
J. Hudson, Dallas.
for six hours. No one was hurt. Train
No. 3 was held at Lamy until the
AlMH-udo- .
R. O. Hitting, C. F. Reusch, fan track could be cleared, and 5is due to
fct Albuquerque at
o'clock
liernardinj; J? B. Grunnell and wlf arriveevening.
V.
S. Fraser thla
New Bedford. Mass.:
and wife, Chicago; A. Wertheimber,
Tennie shoes in black and white for
Santa Fe; Z. A. Oppenheimer, New- men, women and children. Prices run
York; S. V. Hoot, Lo.s Angeles; Ben from t.O to $1.50. C. May's Slue Store,
Bnum. New York; J. F. Klrkendall
314 West Central avenue.
Philadelphia; L. It. Kveritt, San Fran
cisco; T. A. Walcott. Kansas City;
See I. 11. Cox, tbe plumber, for gar
Jno. Stein. LaT Vegas; M. V. Benson den hooe. .All gradee and prlcee, from
Denver; F. C. Bossy ns, Oracle, Ariz.; $5 to $8. Garden hose repairing:. 706
A. K. Berry. Sedalia, Mo.; Miss Meyer,
est Central. Pbone 1020.
o
.,
Ft. Worth, Texas.
Hair Dreeeei and Chiropodist. .
Savoy.
lira. Bambini, at her parlors opC. I. Forsbeck, W. II. Evans, San posite tha Airarado and next door to
Marcial; U. D. Griffes, San Francisco; Btnrgee cafe, Is prepared to give
F. J. Huston. San Francisco; M. An
thereuga scalp treatment, do hair
derson, San Francisco; A. Martin, San
rearing, treat corns, bunions and
Francisco; P. H. McAdams. E. F ingrown nails. Bhe gives massage
manicuring.
Mrs.
and
McAdams. Willard; F. N. Daily, Wins- - treatment
ow; W. H. Scott and wife, Gallup, Bambini's own preparation of complexion eream builds up the akin and
N. M.
Improves the complexion, and 1
ITIijre.
guaranteed not to he Injurious. Bh
L. alao prepares hair tenlo and
M. C. Taylor. Parsons, Kan.;
enree
Kinslon and wife. Relen; IT. M. Cliff and prevents dandruff and hair falland wife, Mountainair; J. H. Heaton, ing eut, restores Ufe to dead hair, reDes Moines; A. A. Gilover, Colo Camp move moles, warta and superfluous
Mo.; B. P. Barton, Kansas City; C. E. hair. For any blemish of the face,
Davis, Denver.
Bamblal
all and eoneul

$7,1047.30.
Sheep Receipt. 12.000; market la
10c to lf.c higher; native, $$.80 ff ledo, Ohio.
Sold hy all Druggists, 75c.
6.80; western. 93. SOW 6.3,1; yearlings,
Take Hall's Pills for constltpatlon.
6.2."fii 7.20; lambs. $6.O0fi8 7O; western lambs. $6,254)8.85,.
CONCERNING JESUS.
The world's greatest thinkers nearKit Mis (it) IJvestocU.
ly all disagree with the church. You
Kaiis;iK City. Mo., May S. Cattle
know their beliefs. Three
should
Receipts, 7.000. including 1,000 south-irn- brief essays one
on Jesus, one on
market 5c to luo higher; na- the Origin of the Gospels, and one on
tive steers. ( f. u I'd 6.80; southern Christianity
will give you
net reoows, sults of modern scholarshipthe
steers. 4 511 'a 6. 4il; southern
and InJ3.U0GI 5.25; native cows and heifers, spiration.
Price 13c. Send dime and
$2.75fti.(.25;
and feeders, stamp to The School of Truth, Lafay:i.751i 5 75; bulls. $3.tflAi 5 25; calves, ette,
Lnd.
t3."5'u.50: western steers, H.U0&
ii Ml;
tS.R0 dj 5.50.
noiierri
Our uork ta am near perfection mm
Hogs Receipts, 11. Oiio, marge't is pOHBibkl
No old, worn out, broken
weak to 5c lower. ISulk of sales at down or- obsolete machinery In our
1C
heavy.
;
7.20:
$7. la iir 7.27
plant.
Everything new and up to
v
packers' butchers. $8. jio (ii 7.25 ; light, Uie minute. Always better work anil
16.60fi 7H5: pig, $5.5n'(i 6. .10.
more prompt service. We defy coin.
Sheep Receipts. S.'iOu; marke t 0t- IM'tition, A trial bundle will conto 15e higher; muttons,
j. 50 Ji 6. 7 5 ; vince you. Imperial
leinndry Co.
lambs $6.75 'a 8.75; wetln rs and yearMt-of post office. Phone 118. lied
lings, t I.7S V 7.&0; ewes, $S.10.25. wagona.
(
,

OVER
IN PRIZES FREE

we have given for the coming year has made It poesible for ne aad the manufacturer! of whom we purchase planoi to give away many valuable and,

it.

l

Your name
Age.
Postoffice
S4 iiontb Second St., eorner Iron,
Would you be interested in u course
ail new iron beda. Reoma for of bookkeeping?
Shorthand?
S1.SI
oaaekeeplBg. Single room,
;.. Telegraphy?
Would
er week. Ne Invalids received.
you want a personal course or a
Would you
course by mail?
like to have a. copy of our free

NEW ORDER OF THINGS
In addition to our

$20

MINNEAPOLIS

DOOOCC)OaC3CXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

White

--

gns-oll-

I

.TWO KHOWS,

o,

Mnnagr-- r

i

May 1.
Mr. Seward naid this morning that
to determine the real value of our home newspapers and we will ask yon
about
would have for Spokane
to use the desk number given below as each newspaper haa a different desk
family.
May K.th. accompanied by his
number. The number you give will tell us In which paper rou have seen
said that he had asked for the
this advertisement.
EXCITING
ARE
GAMES
was
well
Washington territory and
Wushpleased with his transfer. The
ngton office is a more important one
than the one hero and the change is Some GimmI Matches Were Played Yes- promotion for Mr. Seward. Mr.
tnilny niul More Are In
are Seward has been n resident of Albu- -

void.

Music by Crystal Orchestra

EXCLUSIVE
MOVING PICTURES

Thos. Seward, for the past three
manager for the Mutual Heiiellt
Mle Insurance company in New Mcx-khas received notice from the
Iliad office of the company at Newark, N. J., to report at Spokane,
Wash., as soon as possible, to tako
charge of the company's office nt that
place.
The notice also conveys the Information that YV. W. Hartman of Pitts-- I
tug. Pa., has been appointed to suc
ceed Mr. Seward here, to take effect

yars

(Ires.

TEAM

'

CO.

Jie to Take i'hnrots of
Spokane Territory anil V. V.
Hart mart Succeeds Illm
Here.

d,

whereby you may obtain merchandise in
any store represented on program or curtain

T

I'V

MOXTAV, MAT a, IK..-.
EL PASO

FOR

Mr. Reward

special agent for
company of North
the Insurance
America, with headquarters in Den
ver, who is In the city conferring
with local agents of the company and
uollcv holders, said this morning that
new gasoline an,l kerosene
lighting plants, a number of which
in
Installed
have been recently
various parte of the country, were
considered h menace to property and
nften caused dangerous and costly

$5, $3 and 2

tare Patents

MUTUAL-BENEFI-

M. V. II. Hcnson,

There will be three prizes to be drawn for
next week. Vouchers will be issued for

Co.

BAN

They Arc
Man Say
Monitor to Iroperty and Often
Caiixc lUid Mres.

m

W. B. Moore. Mgr.
licensed by the Motion Pic--

THE

tnmiranw

Crystal Thea tre
hi iiiiwiiiwiHiff

NEW MANAGER

LIGHTS

1

"NO!"

doa't belleva

very

talag

ro

hMir.

Thornton, the Cleaner
la not eat of Bast-ne- x,
and CANT GO OUT.
Be convinced that he's saere
alive than ever.
Steam Cleaning Plant III Soath
Walter street. Telephone 411.

la not dead:

'

Montezuma

'ALBUQUKEQTre CITIZEN.

M,

J.

M4VJMY.-MA-

Grocery

J

and

.

Uqnor Ccmpany

Copper and Third

I

REV

f.VQUEEN

-

WILL

lie

Imported and Domestic 6ocds

BRAY

I

J

Sa

f

Always

Prices kirm.
Fresh.
Call Phone or aend for Solicitor,

PHONE 1029

COLUMBUS
HOTE- LCorner emeond mnd Gold

HOME COOKING
excellent Service
Particular peop.e have been

pleased with Columbus Meals for
many years. Have you tried them?

; WHITE HOUSE
i RESTAURANT
799 8. rirt St.
t
I

MEALS

l IVwurcd In Program
Ulvrn at Ilfcld Home Next
nesday Kvening.

J

Come in the eating's fine

t

ramcy Price

Me

to lie

AjrjrrciratUm

Wants Other

Farmer

Dcfralcd

limo4-ra- jrs

In

Ik'lm

and

ly

By day or hour. Max
touring car. Phone, office, 1020;

To RENT
well

ls

to 16, and today, through The
Cltlaen Issues a challenge to any
baseball team In New Mexico. The
game yesterday was replete with brilliant plays, both sides showing considerable ginger, but at no time was
the result In doubt. A large crowd
witnessed the sport.
Ilarcliw II, Ijhs Oners 4.
The game played Saturday at Traction park by the Barclas Grays and
the Agricultural college team resulted in a victory of 11 to 4 for the former. A stiff wind made the playing
difficult and errors were numerous.
The Gray out hit and' out played the
Farmers at every stage of th game,
winning easily.
Toilay the Farmers are playing the
Aliiuinierque High school team.
11

Won't Slight a ;mmI Friend.
I need a cough medicine
again I know what to get." declares
of Heals. Me., "for,
Mrs. A. I,. All
after using te n bottles of Ir. King's
its excelNew Discovery, anil
lent results In my own family and others, I am convinced it is the best
medicine m.vlo for coughs, colds end
lung trouble." Every one who tries it
is fell at
feels Just that wny.
once and Its quick cure surprise you.
For Pronohitis, asthma, hemorrhage,
croup, la grippe, sore throat, pain In
chest or lungs its supreme, ii'tp Olid
$1.00. Trial bottle fre-- Guaranteed by
all dealers.

residence, 62.

"If ever

Fti-l-

Our work la BIGOT 1st evert
aaetnent. Habhs tannery Co,

i

AN INOPPORTUNE OPPORTUNITY

It!

$1-3-

PECIAL, SALE OF MEN'S HOSE.
12 dosen Men's Hose, regular 12 Hs
Quality, 8 . pairs for'. 250. :
5
10 dosen Men's'
black Hose, per
ealr, to..
,

'

Nirtb Steoad

Prep.

CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3CCXXXXXXX3

DID YOU KNOW
we sell it rott LESS

Dtre's er lot of easy marks shootln' craps tround der
an' I ain't got er cent ter git In de game!"

and
We Invite comparison
always pleased to show
goods.
Come In and get acquainted, for If you are In need
Furniture,
of anything In
Stoves, Carpets or Housefur-nlshlng- s,
we can save you
money.

"Roo-ho-

are

o.

Number

Takes the

Co)

Goli

114 W.

PHONOGRAPH

I

Highland Livery
BAMBROOK BROS.

Bring the number to the

rbone 6M.
IIS Job
Cn to date tarn outs. Bed driven
fat
tbe city. Proprietor of "Seele,"

M.

--

Ibe picnic wasjon.

!

L. TRIMBLE & CO.

W.

erase aaa Mmlee tomcat

CxVT

wrmr kno

i

e4

Bsi turnouts zn raw
eeond street betweea

CsattU

viaduct

and take the prize away.

cm
mm

'Ave.

ED. F0URNELLE

I

Carpenter

Jobbing Promptly. Attended
Bhop 1065;

These are

Carriage

and Builder
Phones:

Futrelle Furniture Co.

rV

LTVXRY, BAL9. FKBD
TRANSFER STABLWI

to

Keaidenoe Ml

buying

Lone

Star Boot

&

N. M.

Shoe Shop

Our specialty la making cowboy
aeote and
ahoe. First class
repairing. Beet rock oak sole leather
esed. Twenty year' experience. I am
taster of the trade. Give as a trial.
Work called for and delivered,
123 W. Central Ave.
Mi.
up-to-d-

--

nne

University graduating class at the
Klks' theatre yesterday afternoon. Dr.
Chapman chose as his subject, "True
Success and How to Achieve It,."
his hearers that
He admonished
will not make a man
great but that to achieve greatness
and success each "should find a worthy object and then lose himself In
It." Following Is the program given
yesterday afternoon:
God
Music Anthem "Holy!
Almighty!"
Stewart
Quartet.
Prayer
Scripture Ittadlng Joshua 1
W. G. Tight President of University
Music "Seek Ye the Iird". . Roberts
Quartet.
HaccalaurcHte Sermon "True Suc9
Joshua
cess"
Kcv. K. M. Chapman, Th. D, Rabbi
of Temple Albert..
"University Hymn"
M uslc
Congregation
....
Itcnedlction
Quartet Mrs. C. A. Frank. Miss
F.dna llausman, Mr. Harry Rullard,
Dr. C. A. Kller. Miss Helen Tratt,

!

(

Shades

and

s

Make a cool, shady,

understood

many Important

ar to come up for conslderati
city clerk today reported that

.it

seclud-i- d

porch. They keep out
the sun, but let In thi
breeze.
Vudor Torch Shades are
very durable, and will last
many seasons.
Vndor Porch Shades ara
just the thing for "boxing
in" porches or balconies
that are to be used as out- door sleeping or living
apartments.
All sizes carried In stock
only at '

city

g fn
It is

liters
The
had
o city
.

received a number of bids for t
printing, which is now of coi. lera-bl- e
more Importance under a ' v of
the Inst legislature, which pi vldes
for the publication of ordlnan .'s as
Introduced and again as they are
passed, together with the minutes of
each session of the council, thereby
giving the public every opportunity
to know fully what the members of
the council do at every mett.ng.
It Is also reported that the special
committee which has had In charge
the question of certain disputed matters between the city administration
and the water company, will be ready
to make its report tonight and that
some Interesting developments
are
expected. Probably the council will
take up the special committee's report first, If It is offered, but whether or not definite action will be taken
at once Is not known.
Several times the report that the
special committee was ready to be
heard has attracted a large number
of people to the council sessions In
Tomorrow night at the Elks' the- - the past and it Is likely that there
ntrc the annual oratorical contest of will be quite an attendance at the
the University will be held and 'Wed- session this evening.
nesday morning at 10 o'clock at Rodey
hall the preparatory graduating exer TWO BANDS PLAYED
cises will take place. Thursday morn
ing will be class flay at the university and Thursday night the alumni
TWO GOOD GQNCERfS
will banquet nt tho Alvarado and en
tertain at the Woman's club. Friday
evening the university commencement Roys Entertained I,arge Crowd at
exercises will be held at the Elks
Robinson Park In the Afternoon
theatre and President James H. Pa-kand Duke City Rami Played
of Colorado University will be
In the Evening.
speaker.
the
Following is the program for the
Albuquerque was more musical yesoratorical contest tomorrow night:
terday than for months past. Two
"The Conservation of Our Natural bands entertained large crowds dur
Resource," Fred Browning.
ing the afternoon and evening, the
"The Populur Election of Senators," Learnard and Undemann Boys' band
T. J. Mahry.
playing an excellent program at Rob"The Spirit of the West." Tawrence inson park during the afternoon, and
W. Ixe.
in the evening the Duke City band
"Aristocracy of the Intellect," Fred- a lengthy concert at the bandstand in
erick Forbes.
front ot the Alvarado.
An excellent musical program has
The Duke City band plans to en
also been arranged.
tertain the public with concerts at in
tervals through the summer, notwithstanding the fact that the city is not
SMALL CROWD SEES
contributing to It support. The members have been unable to get the sup
port desired, though
band is one
RACES AI THE PARK of the good features the
of the city. Its
members are employed here and they
spend hours every week practicing
tioHl Weather and An Attractive Pro- and keeping In shape to play at any
gram Brought (hit Only (Small
time they may be needed. The con
iiatlicring.
cert last night showed beyond a doubt
that the band Is entitled to the supDespite good weather and a very port of the citizens because It is caonly a small pable of furnishing good music at
attractive program,
crowd witnessed the first- - matinee of any time, which makes it a valuable
the Albuquerque arriving -- association asset to the city.
The band will ask the city to at
yesterday afternoon. Following are
least put lights In the bandstand. The
the results of the several events:
F1IWT RACE 1:30 Class, Harness, band members puld for the lights last
night. The band has no place to
Best two in three heats:
1 practice regularly, but Manager 'Rob1
Colonel
of the Crystal theatre, gave
2 ertson
2
Pllly U
3 the use of a hall above the theatre
3
Hal Graham
yesterday morning. During the past
'.'
.
Cupid
t
week the band practiced on a rear
l;32Vi.
Time 1:35
SKCO.M) RACli
1:20 Class. Har- veranda of the Oxford hotel, which
the proprietor, M. F. Myers, kindly
ness. Rest two In three heats:
1 leaned for the purpose. Mr. Myers in1
Roone
3 stalled lights for tho 'benefit of the
2
McOinty
2 band.
3
Walter X
The Duke City hand boyn played a
4
4
Ha Hie
lunger concert last night than uxual
Time 1:17V4; 1:15.
THIRD RACE Free for all. Har- and a big crowd stayed until th
end. The band has some new music
ness. Rest two In three heats:
1 uud is getting in shape to play con
,
Shecam
M. 1
the season.
2 certs throughout
, .,,.
2
Robert S
The Learnard and Lindemann Boys'
FOURTH RACE One half mllo
band played a concert to a large
running race:
1 crowd at Robinson purk during the
Distributor
The band gave tho miutlc
2 ufternoon.
Hill Edwards
3 p'ayed at El Patio on the trade trip
Leona K
The boys
4 and pleased its audience.
Huntington . .
have adopted the following resolu
Time 5!
Hons:
Rosolvcd. that a vote of thanks be
..NATURE TELIA YOU.
given the business men and citizens
o! Albuquerque, who by their liberal
As Many An Albuquerque
Header subscription
made it possible for
Knows Tuo Well.
twenty-si- x
boys,
all
Albuquerque
When the kidneys are sick,
members of Licarnard and Undemann
Nature tells you all about it.
Roys' band, to participate In the secThe urine U nature's calendar.
annual boosters' excursion, April
Infrequent or too frequent action; ond
Any urinary trouble tells of kidney Uth to 21 inclusive.
Resolved, that a vote of thanks be
Ills.
Mr. M. L. Stern, Mr. O. A. Mat- Doan's KIduey Pills cure all kidney given
on and Mr. W. I'. CJurslde, who were
ills.
charge of the train, and Mr. Frank
People in this vicinity testify to la
McKee, captain in chargo of the car
this.
for the encouragement,
John Carpenter, retired, 501 North occupied by uspath'tice
shown at all
and
Ktanton Street, El Paso, Texas, says: MUpport
during the trip towards us.
with times
"I first became acquainted
Resolved, that a special vote cf
Doan's Kidney Pills three or four
be tenderyears ago. At that time I was sub- grateful acknowledgment
Governor eurge Curry, Albuquerject to pains In my back especially ed
honored guest aboard the boostsevere If I arose quickly from a sitting que's special
train, who eo generously
position or niu-da sudden movement. ers'
the Hoys' barrel in El
remembered
The secretions from the kidneys were I'd
with an automobile ride through
irregular In passage profuse at times thesocity
across the border into Old
whllo at others scanty and contained Mexico, and
greatly adding to the pleasa sediment.
Pills ure of the
Doan's Kidney
ride by his presence. Tho
proved satisfactory In my case, reentire menibeiihip of the band are
lieving m entirely of these troubles In
hearty accord with the sentiment
and 1 have always kept them on hand
youngest member as
since. In case I notice any fault with expressed by ita1 hope
(Jovernor Curry
my kidneys as haa occurred at times follows: "Gee!
will
be
next
elected
time!"
djs
a
have
cold.
I take
when I
taken
Ri'olved, that a vote of thanks be
or two of this remedy and the trouble
press representatives
the
Is corrected.
It gives me p!aure to extended
!, board the excursion,
the Morning
Kidney
Pills."
recommend Doan's
Jeurnal and Evening Citizen of AlbuFor sale by all dealers. Price 50c querque,
the El Paso papers, the SilFoster-MilbuCo., Buffalo, NeH
and Enterprise
York, sole agents for the United ver City IndependentNews
and the Eutancla
for their
States.
and words of comendntlon.
Remember the name Doan's and. boosts
Res.Oved, that the. boys' band here46
take no other,
by promise everybody to prove them- Ives deserving of future good will
and support.
The Slihsouri Society of New 4 Limnrd and fvindemann Roys' Rand
Mexico meets the second Wed- No. 1.
Per W. F. MYHH,
newday 'of rch month at Odd 4
Manager,
Fellows' hall, S21 South Second
Wednps- st reet. Next
Any part er :i nt ttia first flaor at
iluj. Mil) 13, 1J09.
n
Luua ud Stilt kier bulluiu
it
Headquarter at room 41, liar- - 4 cw ready for occupancy and will bs
nets building. Second and Cen- Any
responsible
parties.
to
tsel
tral. Phoue 1070.
iterations desired will bs mads to
All Bdiwouiia na are requested
alt tenants. Total floor space, 11.
to call and register.
100 square feet
Basement earn diO. J. KRAKMER,
stensions. Steam heat and all other
Secretary.
Atply W. &
sudara lmprsvsmsnts.
trickier.
selt-ldolat-

Ird

Vudor
PORCH SHADES

I

I

1:7-8--

m

Days

Shtp Comer Fourth St. and Copper An.
ALBUQUERQUE,

Are to He Made Tonl,
Important Rusliu-sWill
Transacted.

West Central Avenue

308-31- 0

44

a"

)

YOU CANT MAKE A MISTAKE
BUYING YOUR

BY

GARDEN TOOLS
& Poultry Wire
of us.
OUR GOODS AND PRICES ARE RIGHT

RAABE & MAUQER
HARDWARE

We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle.
We have
many good styles within the range of modest incomes
lluggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys. Spring Wagons,
etc. Just received a big carload and will make special low prices for a few days as we need the room and can use the money

The Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Corner First Street and Tijeras Ave.

g

i

HTVTmHvHtWTvHHW4HT4HmH

North First Street

115-11-7

I

Consolidated Liquor Go.
EVERYTHING, IN OUR LINE
Write (or Illustrated
OFFICE
121

5,

incccccyyocaoacxxxxxxxxxxxx)

It

port

...

CROWN FURNITURE
AND AUCTION CO.

ao.

1U

... ,i

Vudor Porch

IE

'

BUYERS' UNI Oh

Phone

Will.

i.fi

BE, BUSY

er

BOYS' SHOES.
to $2.60.
Sizes 1H to Stt
Sizes IS to 2 $1.25 to $2.26.
Sizes 8 to 11 90c to $1.86.

WM. DOLDE.

After-

MEETING

.

$1.60.

122

Yentmlay
noon.

;ome Saturday.

That Spring Suit, Hat, Shoes,
hlrts, Ties, and everything In the
wearable line.
Men's well made, stylish Salts
110, $12.10 and $15.
Boys' Suits $2.60 to $4.
MEN'S DRESS SHOES.
Well made, good wearing Shoes,
ptr pair, $2. SO, $3. $3.60 and $4.
Men's Work Shoes, $1.10, $1 and

CASH

ttks' Theatre towdxl nt rnlversity
s
Scrvk-r-

JMul

Here

We Have

COUNCIL

ADDRESS BY RABBI

Wed-

Went Copper avenue next Wednesday
evening, promises to be one of the
leading musical and literary events of
the past season end from all Indications will be largely attended.
The
last salon will be given Wednesday
evening Instead of In the afternoon
so that the gentlemen may attend as
well as the ladies.
The program,
which has been arranged, is considered the best offered at the salons thlB
season and contains some of the best
talent procurable.
The feature of the evening will be
Hie address of Rev.
E. McQueen
CI ray, who has choecn for his subject,
Government
"EnBllsh Constitutional
and Women Suffrage," which prom-lf.e- s
to be a most Interesting theme.
In addition to the address of Uev.
Oray. the following musical numbers
will be rendered:
Schirz.) B Flat Minor (Chopin)
Mrs. Himoe.
Mrs. J. D.
Legended ( Wiencaniki)
Clark.
Mrs. Hoy M'!- Spring (Ui'lnicke)
Donild.
(a) Ilateht Stlske (Schuman)
(b) Caprice Espanol (Moxzkonsk)
Mrs. Himoe.
Vocal ftolo (Selected) :.lr.. Mo- L'onald.
(a) Cnnsonetta (Ad Ambrosio)
(b) Fraiimerel (Schumann)
Mrs. Clark. .

LUNCHES

AND

.,

, URGE CROWD BEARS

ADDRESS

MAKE

semi-month-

Antonio Urns.

lUS

TEAM

The regular meeting of l
An unusually large crowd heard the
sa.Los Ltinas cleaned the Helen Hot
The last of the
lons, which will be given In the beau- Tama lis In a hotly contested game bnccalareate sermon by Rabbi E. M. council will be held this eve
Lunas oy a ecore of Chapman of Temple Albert, to the the office of the city clerk n
tiful home of Mrs. Louis Ilfeld on yesterday at

X Liquor bv the Gallon or Bottle.
Family Trade Solicited. .
Agent for

LOS

paox rrm

Catalog and Price List

AND

SALES

and 123 North First St.

ROOM

Phone 138

.

ALL THE WAY UP

..

From the foundation to the shingle oa the root, we ara aaO
tag BaUdln Material Obeper than jo bv kohs fast
sf 7 cats. 6ve at least IS per eent and

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material
PHONE a.

&

Lumber Co.

CORNER THIRD AND MARQOCTTS.

4

HaTAULIbUllP

UL.U KEdABLiJV

1H73

Be PUTNEY
WHOLESALE GROCER

Lm

THE

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

.

Carrie the Largeit and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
the Southwest

FARM

ilND FREIGHT

KAILROAD AVENUE

Builders'
Native

aai

and

(Jbleafo Iamber,

WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Finishers
Sberwln-WUlUui- ie

M.

Supplier
Paint

Bailln Paper, Plaster, lime. Cement, Glass, Bash, Doors,

J. C BALDRIDGE

In

Tio

BM.

423 SOUTH FIRST

'ALUTTQITTrROTTR CrnZTvN".

KAJK MX.

U

1

Ant

COM. PUNY

M.
CASH
TRIMMED

210 S. Second Street

HATS HALF PRICE

ALL

iBuA

A SEASONABLE PUZZLE

EACH STATE

SEND

MY

MM TS

KILL THE DEADLV. HOUSE FLY1 KILL HIM
AND SAVE THE PUBLIC FROM FOUL DISEASE

AGENTS

to pons

1

,

'ill.!!.'.' '."

L

Provision Will be Made Thai
Immigrants Can be Offered Work or
Homes

U.

."

A

Washington, D. C, May 3. The
department of commerce and labor

WHICH MAN HAS JUST ASKED THE OTHER FOR THE LOAN OF HIS UW.V MOWER?
millions; manufactures of fibers
manufactures of silk, 20
millions; manufactures of wool, 20
millions;
millions; raw wool, 16
spirits, wines, and malt liquors, 16
millions; manufactures of iron and
steel 12 millions; earthen and china
ware 8 millions; chemical drugs and
dyes, 7V4 millions; and fruits
and
nuts, 7 millions the total of these
twelve articles or groups of articles
being 250 millions, or just thres- fourths of the 329 million dollars of
tariff duties collected in that year.
The amount of customs or tariff
duty collected in 1821 was 19 million
dollars. In 1830 28 millions. In 1850
40 millions, in 1860 S3 millions, in
1870 192 millions in 18S0 133 millions.
in 1890 221 millions, in 1900 229 mil
lions, in 1907 the largest sum ever
collected from tariff 229 millions,
and in 1908 283 millions: the annual
average in the past three years being
in round terms 300 millions per annum. The duties collected amounted
in 1821 to 33 per cent of the value of
Imported in
the total merchandise
1830 to 45 per cent In 1850 to 23 per
cent, in 1860 to 16 per cent, in 1870
to 42 per cent, in 1880 to 29 per cent,
in 1890 to 29 per cent, in 1900 to 28
per cent, and In 1907 to 23 per cent
of the total value of the merchandise
brought into the country.
It must, not be supposed, however,
that because a dozen articles or
s
groups of articles pay
of the tariff duties collected the mak
ing of a tariff and the determination
co

MEW

ARTICLES

PAY1M0ST OF
IE
Twelve Classes of Importations Furnish Greater

Part of Duty
Washington,

May

Twelve

3.

ticles or classes of articles pay

ar-

three-fourt-

hs

of the 300 million dollars per
annum collected as tariff duties by
the government of tire United States.
The duties collected under existing
tariff law have averaged S00 million
dollars per annum during the past
three years, the largest sum being In
the fiscal year 1907. when the total
collection
amounted to 329 million
dollar's. In that year, 190T, sugar
paid 60 million dollars duty; cotton
manufactures, 39 millions; leaf tobac

22

22 millions;

three-fourth-

Put This Stove In
Your Kitchen
It is wonderfully
convenient to do
kitchen work on a

IT7, r

JI!l!l:ll,::,lls!,:viW

f

stoe that's re;:dy
at the instant wanted,
and out of the way the
moment you're done.
Such a stove is the New
Perfection Wick Blue
Flame Oil Cook-StovBy usinj; it you avoid the
continuous overpowering
he;.t of a coal fire and cook
i:' comfort, even in dog

:

e.

da-.-

,

The

NEW PERFECTION
Vt lck Blue Hame Oil
e
Cook-Stov-

is

soconMTucteu'

that it does not add perceptibly to the heat of a room.
oil stoves in its substantial CABINKT TOP,
with shell' for warming platesand keeping cooked food
hot, and drop shelves for holding small rooking
utensils, lias every convenience, even to bars for
towels. 1 hreesizes. Withor withoutCabinetTop.
If not with your dealer, write our nearest agency.

It d.rrrrs fiuni all other

Lamp
tZ ff
jfCAVO
ue
r
family

a great light giver.

safe,

con- -

If not with your dealer,

writs our nearest agency.

CONTINIJVTAL OIL COMPANY

laeorpratedj

of rates of duty and the amount of
revenue likely to result therefrom !s
by any means a wimple matter. The
rates of duty levied are not applied
merely to groups of articles as a
whole, but apply at different rate
and in different terms to various
grades and qualities of article form- ling each group, and in many canes to
the various grades of a material bear
Ing a single name.
Under the title of cotton cloth, for
instance, the rates of duty on cloths
not exceeding DO threads to the
square inch, counting warp and filling, axel cent per yard if the material is not bleached, dyed, or colored but 1 'A cents per yard If bleached and 2 cents per yard If dyed, colored, or printed. If the number of
threads per square inch exceeds 50
and does not exceed 100 the rates are
still higher 1 Vi cents per square
yard on that which is not bleached.
bleached, dyed, or colored and does
not exceed 6 square yards 'to the
pound but IVi tents ler square yard
on that exceeding 6 square yards to
the pound and
cents per square
yard if it exceeds 9 Bquare yards to
the pound; for thut which is bleached
still another rate obtains for the va
rious grades; and lor that which Is
dyed or colored another and
stl'l
higher rate.
for cloths exceeding 100 and not
exceeding 150 thread to the square
inch the rate are y. t higher for tha
various classes whether unbleached,
bleached, or dyed and also in pro
portion to the number of square yards
per pound. For other grades, exceeding 150 and not exceeding 200 threads
to the square inch, the rates are high
er. For those exceeding 200 and not
exceeding 300 threads to the square
inch the rates are still higher; and
for those exceeding 300 threads to the
square inch even higher rates are
named for the various classes and
grades. On cotton cloths alone the
duties collected in 1907 Were but 3
million dollars.
The above complicated features of
the "Cotton Goods Schedule" of the
existing tariff law are stated somewhat In detail as an example of the
difficulties which confront the maker
of the tariff and the officers of the
government
who
the
determine
amount of duty to be collected and
actually collected on the thousande
of articles and many thousands
of
urades of different articles Imported;
and tJ further indicate that while it
'
true that twelve different articles
or classes of articles pay three-foutof the duties collected, the detail.) of
fixing the rates of duty, and of determining the amount of duty which
should be paid and of calculating the
amount actually collected, arc, after
all, most difficult and tedious and explain In some degree the difliculrl.s
of the task of making a new tariff,
of collecting the duties
which it
in concrete
rami's, uiid of elating
(oroi tile results of these operation.
Kinasiics all Records.
As an
laxative tonic and
health-builde- r
no other pills can com.
all-rou-

pare with Dr. King's New Life Pllla,
They tone and regulate stomach, liver and kidneys, purify the blood,
strengthen the nerves; cure constlpa
tion, dyspepsia, biliousness, jaundice,
headache, chills and malaria.
Try
them. 25c at all dealers.
o

Printers and others interest

Is

the printing trao.ee will be Interest
to learn that they can secure the Inland Printer of O. J. Kreemer. at Tk
Citizen

office.

has decided upon a plan for furnishing arriving immigrants with definite
and reliable information,
which it
believes will meet with the
of middle western and southern
states in particular and help them
get desirable settlers.
Assistant Secretary Mcllarg is preparing plans to make a section of the
immigration act effective which has
hitherto been a dead letter. This section provides that states or territories
may appoint agents to represent them
at the immigration stations of the
United States for the purpose of presenting to immigrants, either orally
or in writing, the special Inducements
offered by the state or territory to
aliens to settle therein.
KfCorts have not been made in the
past to put Into force this provision,
and but little interest has been taken
in It.
Mcllarg
Assistant Secretary
believes, however, that if the federal
government makes it plain to the
different states and territories that the
presence of state agents at large Immigrant stations at New York, Philadelphia, llaltimore and other places
will not only be tolerated but will be
encouraged in every way, agents will
bo appointed
and desirable Immi
grants can be distributed to their
benefit, and that of the communities
to which they are attracted.
There is a class of Immigrants who
arrive with sufficient capital to either
make the initial payment or buy a
small farm outright.
These Immi
grants are naturally suspicious of of
fers made to them. However, when
they find thut offers for the Bale of
desirable land at a small figure are
made by a government official, It Is
believed that this will Inspire confl
dence.
In the same way the department
hopes to distribute aliens who come
with nothing but their ability to la
bor as an asset. Agents will know
just what kind of labor is needed in
their respective states, and will be In
a position to offer Inducements for
desirable immigrants to settle there,
Several southern
states maintain
immigration bureaus, but in the past
have had reason to complain of the
lack of
accorded to them
at some Immigrant stations.
purpose
of the depart
It Is the
ment to hereafter furnish quarters
for offices and other facilities at Immigrant stations for state agents, and
to instruct the heads and other employes of these stations to
in every way with these agents.

THE COMMON HOUSE FLY. Oil "TYPHOID FLY." FROM
One of llie
Menaces to Health
in Civilization, the Hy Carries .Millions of
;mis of the Wttnii
Weather
and Kven
Mow Called the "Typhoid
Hi" Bred In Countless Milllo.is
and Their Foot are Built to Catch
C. S. Government
Germ
Tak"S
Vp the Crusade.
din-atC-

4

Flies breed in manure
piles,
in
garbage cans, In every place where
filth and germs of disease collect.
From there they fly direct to the
kitchen, to the table, to the sick
room.
The wonderful feet of the fly, bur-rsticky and spreading, which en
able him to walk on the celling gather germs In myriads. A full grown
fly, the government observers com
pute, may carry 100,000 to 5,000,000
of these disease bacili.
The flies crawl through the butter,
they get Into the milk, they trail their
germ-lade- n
legs across the cake and
bread, and household dainties. In each
they leave a trap for the health of an
entire family.
They fly around through a sick
room, where tuberculosis or typhoid
or other dread diseases are. Then
covered with the tiny germs of those
diseases they fly to the homes of the
y,

well.

With every flutter of their wings,
hundreds of germs are thrown loose
In the air. We breathe them in. they
lodge In our eyes, our faces. The flies
light on head and hando. Their .narp
proboscis, germ-ladetoo, sinks into
our skin, leaving possible disease.
The fly speck la a dangerous and a

A

GREATLY

menace. The microscope of.wientists
have discovered In them the tubercule
bucclliis, which brings consumption,
the typhoid germs and many others.
.
They used to call them house
The new name adopted in government
bulletins is typhoid riles. That telle
its own story.
Typhoid flles-Mh- at
Is a good name
to call them. Teach the children that
name for them. It will help them
realize the danger. Think of them as
house flies. It will remind you of the
danger they bring.
Government bulletins have been
full of the typhoid fly evil recently.
A recent issue commented on a headline in a Washington newspaper. It
was "Typhoid a National Scourge.''
"The headline should have read,
"Typhoid a National Reproach," the
bulletin said "Or, Typhoid a National
Crime.' For typhoid can be prevented."
Files breed with wonderful rapidity. It takes only II days for a fly
egg to become a full grown fly. This
makes about twelve or fourteen generations of flies during a summer. As
a fly lays 120 to 150 eggs at a time,
you can see that the descendants of
a single fly in vno summer
might
reach into countless millions.
Attention to the typhoid fly as a
cause of disease anA epidemics came
with tho Spanish war, when American soldiers were dying by the hundreds. The army surgeons devoted
their best efforts to learn the cause.
They finally traced it to the fly, hith
erto considered harmless.
The same thing was found to be
true during the Boer war. The typhoid flies, growing fat and numer
ous from the .unsanitary camps de
scended on the soldiers' tents, carry
ril-'S-

ENLARGED

ing disease and death.

Juft as the mosquito tras blamed
for bringing yellow fever and malarial
fevers In Panama. Cuba and southern United States, so the fiy is an undesirable in the north.
Vigorous work by the government
in the south is driving the mosquitoes away, and making the previously
li.fected country healthful.
So now war is declared on the fly.
In manv cities of tho country a gigantic campaign is being planned to
rid the people of the typhoid fly
danger.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Not coal land.)
Department of the Interior, W. 3.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
(Serial No. 0251.)
April t, 1909.
Notice Is hereby given that Martin
Ryan, of Albuquerque, N. M., who,
on Nov. 5, 1906, made H. E., No.
10211, for Lots 1, 1, S, and 4, Section
3. Township 10 X., Range 3 E., X.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before H. W. Otero,
United States court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on the 11th day
of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: John
A, Johnson, Josie A. Johnson, John
Maher, George Souther, all ot Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
FOR SALE.
black gentle driving hers;
also harness and nearly new buggy.
Inquire Room 26, Armljo block.
Baca. Phone 417.
A

Xo.--

l

FORT BAYARD, N. M., APRIL 7,
Sealed proposals, in triplicate,
for electric light wiring 3 double sets
of captains' quarters, I nurse's quar
ters, 1 laundry building and 1 med
ical storehouse at this post, will be
received here until 11 a. m., May 8,
1909, and then opened. Information
furnished on application. U. S. re
serves right to accept or reject any
or all proposals or any part thereof.
Envelopes containing proposals should
bo marked "Electric Wiring" and
to Capt. S. P. Vestal, Constructing Qmr.
1909.

o

NOTICE FOR PTBIJCATION.
(Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
April 10, 1909.
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
F. Romero, of Albuquerque, X. M.,
who, on
190... made Homestead Entry No. JJ47, for SW14, Sec
E
tion 4, Township S N Range
N. M. P.. Meridian, haa filed notice
of Intention to make final five year
proofs, to establish claim, to the land
tbove described, before H. W. S.
Otero, U. S. Court Commissioner at
Albuquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Fllomeno Mora, of Chlllll, N. M.;
Juan Antonio Alderete, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Perflrlo Sandoval, of
Chlllll. N. M.; Prudenclo Maldonado,
of Chillli, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
NOTICE FOll PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
(Not coal land.)
(Serial No. 06095.)
April I, 1909.
Notice Is hereby given that Robert
L. Roberts, of Leguna, N. M., who,
on Nov. 26, 1907, mad a H. E., No.
05095 for NES4. Section 10 Township
7 N., Range 4 W.. N. M. P. Meridian
has filed notice of Intention to make
Anal commutation proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
before George H. Pradt, U. S. com
mtsHloner, at Laguna, N. M., on the
10th day of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan
Lucero, of Cubero, N. M.; J. Miller,
of Laguna, N. M.; Virgil P. Harrington, of Laguna, X. M.; James A. Mil'
ler, of Laguna, X. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

PHOTOGRAPH.

TO SELL

AnythingQuickly
You can learn who will pay good prices
for the things you have to sell, at no expense, except for the cost of a Citizen. It's
easy profitable and more dignified than
the "for sale" sign way only a few people will notice the sign, and they may not
be interested in what you have to sell.
Not only can you find a ready buyer for
single articles, but stores, houses and real
estate can be sold if you patronize the Citizen Want Ad Columns

Read Citizen Want Ads Every Day

Hl-fe-

CKU

MONDAY,

'ALEUQUERQTJE CITIZEN.

MAY 8, 1900.

MALK

I1KLP

A

FEMALE HELP

Clearing House for the People's Wants

Classified

CLKRK3
STKXOGRAPHKRS
BOOKKEEPERS
SALESMEN
AGENTS

iiorsEs
ROOMS

Md.

BUSINESS OFPOR-- T

MONEY TO LOAN

M:V

LOST AND FOUND

J
first class
Position
wwted
male cook. Adilress Sam Linn, care
Sam Kpf. 215 S. PeconJ i t n et.
light
driving
WANTED Position
team or some light outdoor work;
12 years business and
experience. X.. Citizen offlce.
POSITION WANTED By a nrst-- j
class stenographer and typewriter.
English and Spanish translations
Thorough knowledge
specialty.
of up to date business methods,
g
and Insurance. Best
of references furnished on application. Address R., care Citizen

CARDS

by

SOLOMON

MT.X1CO

n.KM(i

Established

Real Estate, Loans.
FIRE INSURANCE
FOR SALE.
ll.MO.OO
I room brtck residence on South Broadway. It
foot lot, trees ana outnoiue.
Easy terms.
83,000.00
Crest bsrg tin .
brick residence In the
Highlands, close in; lawn, fruit
and shade trees.
V
81,000.00
frame
house, modern. Fourth ward;
easy payments. A great bargain.
Lota In new town of Rolen,
at original plat prices. Call at
our office for full particulars.
Choice vacant lots In city of
Albuquerque.
See us before
buying elsewhere.
--

AND

PKKSSINtt WOllkS.

M. RYAN,

TAIIOR.

Cleaning, prowing and
301 South Second street.

repairing.

REAL ESTATE

L. BURTON, M. D.

tiOLD AVFATK REALTY CO.
J. M. Sollle and Edward LeBreton,
proprietors of the new real estate ofResidence, 810 South Walter Street fice ut 117 West Oold avenue, arc prepared to serve the public along all
Phone 1030. Office, t Harnett
real estate lines. List your property
Building, Phone, 117.
with us.

FOR RENT.
house, asar
hops on Pacific avenue.
$10.00
new
Comfortable,
house. North Eighth St.
820.00 Rooming house wKh
store room, close to shops.
strictly mod$25.00
ern brick house at 301 E. Oold
$3.50 per week, 8 rooms, furnished for light housekeeping.
West Copper, near Third street.
modern.
855.00 Furnished,
brick, facing
park; finest in the city.
$05.00 Hotel Henrietta, Is
brand new, never occupied, la
modern, 17 rooms; fine location, a bargain.

Physician and Surgeon.

Jt fcl

' u

J

Practise limited to Tuberculosis.
Hours 10 to It and 1 to 4
Telephone 884)
Rooms 8, 8 and 10, State National
Bank Block.

88.00

BUS)sjsjBenns3BUS)wnlinsj

A. G. SHORTLE, M. D.

book-keepin-

DAILY SHORT STORIES

I

,

I.
If

MALE HELP
WANTED Four good house carpenFourth and
ters. Id. Fournelle.
Copper.
WAITED Albuquerque, representative. Control staple line. Large con$2,500
worth
sumption. Position
yearly to man with business acquaintance or to hustler. Consolidated Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
WANTED 190 & month, $70 expense
allowance at start, to put out merchandise and 'grocery catalogues.
Mall order house. American Homo
Supply Co.. iPfSk 4 4. Chicago, 111.
WRITE end we will explain now we
pay any man $81 per month and all
traveling expanse to take orders'
, lor portraits. Experience onnecss--.
eary. This offer made by the great-est portrait house In ths world.
I
Write now before It la too late.
0. Chicago.
K. p. Mattel, Dept.
N Take orders tor toe largest
portrait house. Some of oar men
are making- - $100 a month, se can
sou. Address, National Art and
Crayon Co Dept. 447, Chicago.
gOUNO MEN FOR RAILWAY MAIL
Service. Examination In Albuquerque May II. Intending applicants
should begin preparation at once,
sample questions and "How Government Position Are Secured,"
Schools, 797
sent free. . Iriter-BtaIowa Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

DENTISTS

THE STOCK EXCHANGE

An elderly lady, German
as
companion while husband Is traveling. Apply 815 Mountain road.
WANTED Lady to represent us at
home; good position; good pay and
tailor made cult free In 90 days.
unnecessary;
reliable
Experience
firm. Address J. E. McBrady Co.,
Chicago.
marA lady collector,
WANTED
ried or single, to collect a few days
monthly for a California Installment house. Easy work, good pay.
References required. Address Box
144, Oakland, Cal.

WANTED

preferred to stay with family

WANTED
Beoond

hand

Dental Surgery.

liy Stuart It. Stone.
Oorman's stenographer ullowed the
unfinished letter to project stiffly from
her Invincible No. 5 while she dream
ed steadily out of the big open win
dow.

.

Oorman stuck his head into the of
fice. "Mornln"' blurted he, blushing
Rooms 1 and t, Barnet Banding, furiously. "Nice day."
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE.
nodded, blushing
Ore O'Rletly's Drag Store.
Miss O'Rourke
Having the only np to date
Appointments Made by Mali.
too, and Oorman backed out, nearly
Abstract Books for the city of
Phone Tad.
slamming the frosted glass from the
Albuquerque
and county of
door. Each morning he entered the
Bernalillo, and a competent
com
string
of
office
a
beautiful
with
DRS. OOPP AXB PETTO.
abstractor,
and experienced
ment conceived during the ride down
and conveyancer in our offlce,
tongue for
upon
tip
his
town
of
the
DENTISTS.
we are prepared to furnish
delivery to the girl at the machine,
correct ABSTRACTS OF TI(he popped his rather bald
when
But
Room IS.
TLE on SHORTEST NOTICE,
head into the little subofflce he for
and at LOWEST PRICES.
got
spring,
prospects
early
of
the
the
N. T. Armlje Building.
chances of the Cubs for the pennant
MONEY TO LOAN at 8 per
and the new kinds of birds upon the
eent on first mortgage. In any
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. 8.
ladles' hats, and said, "Mornln' nice
amount above 1100.
day!"
NEGOTLVTED
LOANS
i
p.
a,
m. to 11:88
Office boors, 8
There were times when Mbss
MONET INVESTED HOUSES
1:88 to I p. m.
O'Rourke found pinkish, lace paper
TAXES PAID
RENTED
valentines bearing delicious mottoes
Appointments made by msJL
of sentiment upon her desk, or mayand complete charge taken of
808 W. Central Ave.
Phone 468 be red roses peeped from a vase filled
properties for residents and
with hydrant water and she was far
too schrewd not to guess where the
NOTARY PCBLIO IN OFLAWYERS
tokens came from. But the only time
FICE,
to
Gorman
thank
she had endeavored
prihe had denied the deed with vigor
R. W. D. BRTAX
Gold Avmum
219
engagement,
an
pleading
had reand,
away
day.
office
all
from the
mained
Attorney at Law.
So that afterward, in the interests of
Office First National Bank BuOdlBsj the business, Miss O'Rourke kept her
thanks to herself.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
This morning, though, it was quite
FOR RENT.
evident mat ourman whs mucn per-- 1
B. W. DOBSOIt
turbed. For instance, he thrust hlw
Five room brick house, electrfe
head Into the inner offlce and said
light, bath, large closets, lawn,
Attorney at Law.
for the second time, "Mornln" nice
cement sidewalks, excellent locaday!" grinning most Idiotically. Later
tion and neighborhood, close In;
Office, CronvwoU Block.
he rang for Miss O'Rourke, only to
25; water paid.
Albuquaque, New Mexico.
inform her that he believed that BosThree room flats, with bath,
ton would win the pennant after all.
shops, 110; water paid.
near
ERA U. BONB
Finally he rang long and vigorously,
FOR SALE.
and when she responded motioned
Attorney at Law.
for her to tuke his dictation:
Twenty acre farm, 11 acres In
"Mr. John Jones,
alfalfa, 100 bearing grape Tinea,
Pensions, Land Patents, Copywrtsjhts,
999 Jones street, Jonesvllle"
a good many fruit trees, five room
FOR SALE
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
"What an odd name and address!"
well
adobe house, corral,
Marks, Claims.
murmured Maggie O'Rourke.
new modern
fenced, near main ditch, about
FOR SALE Four-rooOorman grinned foolishly and rehouse, lot 60x142. Easy terms. Por- - SS F Street N. W. Waetdmrton, D. C.
two and one-ha- lf
miles from town.
sumed:
terfleld Company, 218 West Gold.
Price $3,000,
"Dear Jones: I am considering a
THOS. K. D. MABDTBOIf
About 15 acres good land
FOR SALE OR KENT Good re
momentuous step one that will afshort distance west of the Barelas
taurant, good location. Call at 315
Attorney at law
fect my whole life. I am very lonebridge. Price $75 an acre.
South First street.
ly, Jones. No one In the world cares
Forty-fiv- e
acres fine land, eae-ha- lf
FOR SALE Complete furnishings of
117 West Get Ave,
me. I want to ask you some
Offlc,
for
In
balance planted
alfalfa,
No
626
a
house.
sickness.
thing."
last year In corn and wheat;
North Fifth street. .
Oorman stopped and eyed the girl.
about seven miles from tswn.
FOR SALE Good lots for $125. 110
He was red as a
INSURANCE
brick
Price 13.500.
pawn, IS per month. Porterfleld Co.,
and actually perspiring. The stenoSix room frame house, strictly
216 West Gold.
grapher lifted her head of caramel-coppmodern, four blocks from busiA. ELK STICK
B.
regarded
with
hair
him
and
FOR SALE Oliver Typewriter No.
ness center, IS, 100.
her gray eyes.
5, new; never been used. Sacrifice.
seMoney to loan on first-ela- ss
Notary
Insnrsaoe,
Real
Estate,
you
w,hy
"Well,
ask
don't
her
Villett Studio.
curity.
Public
Is
Inquired.
that
h!m" she
FOR SALE ISi Singer sewing maOor"Oh er yes," stammered
chine, used I months; 1 30. Others
Rooms 18 and 14, Cromwell PJk.
man.
We
will proceed:
II and up. 114 West Oold.
Albuqoerqoe
Nsw Mexico
"There Is a certain person who Is
FOR SAiLE Five-roomodern houve
to my happiness, but It is
essential
12,000, and it Is cheap. 1200 lafh,
A. B. WALKER
West 4Soid Avesms,
my grasp. She Is a red rose,
beyond
per
$25
month, fine home. Porter
Albnanerqus, New Mexico,
pearl
a
marry
worthy
to
a
and
duke.
field Company. 216 West Gold.
Firs Insurance
Had I better forget this sentiment of
FOR SALE the house at 262 N.
sweet ec von tee In the month of June,
Edith at a bfargaln. inspect earns. Secretary Matual Building AssOcJastoa or test my fate on one bold throw?
817 West Centray Avenue
Chas. Mann, Old Albuquerque.
Write me, Jones. I must now say
goodby. Yours,
ranch with
FOR HALE Eight-acr- e
new house, near in, a bargain If
Bend for Our Select List of
"Gorman."
AUCTIONEER
"There," said Gorman, with trem- 4 FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPERS)
sold at once, payments to plea.se
you. Porterfleld Company, 216 West '
ulous tones and with a strongo look
whereby you can Insert die- J. M. Belli, of the firm of Sollle A at Miss Maggie O' Itourke, "You muy
Oold.
play ads in all papers for
r
avenue,
117
Breten,
West
Le
Oold
typewrite that,"
O FTVJ0 DOLLARS PSR INCH
FOR SALX A fine Hardman piano,
an
has
license
obtained
auctioneer's
It seemed to Gorman that the girl 8 The Dake Advertising; Agency, O
good as nsw, beautiful tone. A
of serving the public was over long at the transcribing, 4
Incorporated.
ehance to possess an Instrument of for the purpose
doing
eapacity
as
as
an
In
well
that
417 8. Main St. II Qreary St
but eventually she returned and
unexcelled make at Just half what
own
business
store
auction
at
their
handed him the complete letter. "I
Los Angeles, CaL Gan Francisco.
It la worth. On exhibit at Whit
son's Mualo store, 114 South Set on Thursday of seek, wssk, at 1:10 had trouble with my notes," she exSollle
and
has
7:
Mr.
If o'clock.
plained, blushing violently.
ond street, Albuquerque.
"You
had bread experience In the auction hesitated and looked at me so queer-l.v.- "
business in his yeungsr days. With
STOLEN
els close attention to business and the
Oorman read:
polite and easy way in which he can
"Dear Jone: I am considering a
assure
people,
him
will
address
the
KTRAYED OR STOLEN From the
matrimonial step fine tlmt will propeo
In
days.
uecess
The
as
other
Hurling Meadow, Albu.iu"i,ue,
I am Very
vide me with a wife.
hands ple of Albuquerque can make no homely, Jones: but what girl mlnfls
bay pony about fourteen
In
SolUe
giving
Mr.
their
mistake
hiKh, with blac k men", tail ir 3
a little thing like that. I am gohig
to tako Cardui. for your femaJo
feet, a small white spot jn fore work.
to ask her some time in the next
troubles, because va are euro It
head. No other wlvt marks. In
million years. There is a certain girl
wlU help you.
Remember that
Uitinet brand on Vft shoullt-who Is dying to have me. but who
get
this great female remedy
Is
doesn't
r.t
She
reda
chance.
3.
Trhnbl
a
Deliver
thus
headed Irish girl and her name Is
Second fctreet, to' r'ward
O'Rourke. Hadn't we better llnilf-ef-lrl
ind CURE
LUNGS Maggie
Ira A. Abbott.
i
have Hie wedding on the 17th of
Maggie
us
June
soon
us
inn make
Kills to Stop the Fiend.
her trousseau
Goodby, Jones. I
WITH
The worft foe for 13 years of John
now
my
must
kiss
fiance.
Yours,
Deye, of Gladwin. Mich., was a run
"OORMAN"
has brought relief to thousands of
nine ulcer. He paid doctors over
"My tonography la getting some
other sick woman, so vh aut to
thing
awful,"
apoligUed
Maggie
Arnii-- a
Salve killed the ulcer and
you ? For heaJache, backache,
O
Kourke.
PBICB
cured him. Cures Fever Sorts, lioils.
run
S
periodical pains, female weak
en a i on
I
"Hut your transcript Is perfect,"
Felon. Kcxema, Salt Rheum. Infallibubbled Gorman. It Is Just w hat I've
ness, many have Bald It is the
ble for plh. burns, scalds, cuts, corns.
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNQ TROUBLES.
dying to say for two years."
best medicine to take." Try It I
25c at all dealers.
Then he stopped and carried out
GUARANTEED 8 ATISFACXOiiir
Sold in This City F)
on
the lost declaration In the wonderful
sltlrt walrte OB MONEY REFUNDED.
For tlm brat work
letter.
patronize Hubbe Isiundry Co.

Turn back to the want ad page tonight; note the kinds

j

FEMALE HELP

Hahn's Coal yard.

J. K. KRAFT.

LETTER

There is a stock exchange in every city that has a newspaper, no matter how small it may be. That exchange is the
WANT AD COLUMNS of the daily paper.

te

8TANTBD

DR.

sjsjsiasjsjsjsjBSj,sjsjsj,e)SSjsj)
THE IVOXHERFl'L

mi

REALTY CO.
1888

319 West Oold avenue. French dry
and steam cleaning. Ooods railed for
and delivered. Thone 1143. J. A.
Gardner, Prop.

PHYSICIANS

bouK-keepI-

JOHN

Tailors & Cleaners

UNITIES

PROFESSIONAL

RECTORY

STAR ITItMTl HF. CO.
O. Nlrisen, Mgr. 214 Oold avenue.
Household guilds' bought, sold and
exehnngert. Mail orders promptly at
tended to.

RANCHES FOR SAL1

WANTED-Posltlo- ns

J

FURNITURE

TO RENT

IIOCSES 1XR SALE

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

CANVASSERS

BUSINESS

for rent

sbtka.

WANTED To buy larga tract of
timber. Give full report, cash
pries, Isoatlon, shipping facilities,
also terms. I. C. Cockey, III Kitt-redBidg., Denver, Colo.
TANTBD
Information regarding
farm or business for sals; not particular a"out location; wish to soar
from owner only, who wlU sell direct to buyer; glT. price, description, and stats when possession can
he had. Address L. Derbyshire,
Box SI 10, Rochester, N. T.
ga

AGENTS

lit

that are to be sold or exchanged tomorrow.
If you want a horse or a cow there is no better market to

of life stock

which you can go.
If you have a horse or cow to sell you can get more for it
in this market because there will be more buyers.
An auction sale will often bring more money than a
vate sale, because people then bid against one another.
So don't try to sell your horse or cow to your neighbor and
let him set the price; sell it through the want ad columns and
set the price yourself the more offers the higher the price. Test
this for yourself.
SALESMEN

FOR REN1

WANTED Salesman: Experienced in
any line to sell general trade In
An unexcelled speNew Mexico.
proposition.
Commissions
cialty
with 116 weekly advance for expenses. The Continental Jewelry
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
want
SALESMEN WANTED We
men capable of earning f 10, $71 or
$100 per week to sell rotary wind
signs. If you can get and mean
business, write Albright Blgn Co.,
Muncle. Ind.
educated
TANTaTD An energetic,
man to sell the New International
Encyclopaedia
In New Mexlso;
aplsndld opening; state age, pres-semployment and give references. Dodd, Mead and company,
Bhukert Building, Kansas City. Mo.
WANTsTD capable salesman to eevei
Nsw Mexico with staple line. High
commissions, with 1100 monthly
advance. Permanent position to
rlcat man. Jess H. Smith Co., De-

Fine, large rooms, reasonable, furnished.
Cottages with yards.
Store room.
Alfalfa ranch, all close in.
Inquire 111H North Third street
FOR RENT Typewriters, sdl kinds.
Albuquerque Typewriter Bxchangs,
Hi West Central.

nt

PER WBEK PAID ONB PERSON
In ach county to handle our big
advertising combination. J. 8. Selg-lCompany. Como Block. Chicago.
eANTBD Agents to sett our line of
troit, Mich.
new patent eigar
elgars with
lighter. Can also be carried as a f ANTED Salesman to carry
Souvenir Post Cards as side
side Una. Address Crown Cigar Co.,
Money making proposition.
Una.
Milwaukee. Wis.
1100
our men making
Some
of
Gasosell
to
men
ftKSPONSEBLE
monthly. State references. Oartnsr
Exclusive
Systems.
Lighting
lene
ar Bender, Chicago.
territory, attractive proposition to
1 9 0 a month, 170 expense
Acorn
Catalog
WANTED
free.
right parties.
chand Is and grocery catalogues;
Brass Mfg. Co. Chicago, 111
mall order house. American Horns
work
to
V ANTED Reliable man
Supply Co., Desk II, Chicago, 111.
city of Albuquerque with Clear Havana Cigar proposition. For partic- W ANTED Salesman
achaving
ulars address Box 111 Tbor Subquaintance with leading manufactstation, Tampa, Fla.
urers of Albuquerque and surroundr ANTED Agents mats II a day;
ing territory. Must have general
knowledge of machinery and belt
seven fast sellers; big new illustrating and be prepared to work on a
ed catalogue and samples free.
Commercial Supply Co., Box lilt.
liberal commission basis as a regBoston, Has.
ular or aids lies. Post Office Box
141, Station C, Cleveland, Ohio.
aGENTS Positively make 110 to
sT ANT ED
Honest, energetic
sales
110 dally selling the greatest photo art specialty ever produced;
men to sell a general line of high
something new and unusual. L. E.
grade food products to hotels, restaurants, farmers, ranchers and
Nutter, Mgr.. 414 Carroll eve., Chi
eago. Ill
ether large consumers, experience
we teach you the
aaneesssary;
4.QENTB, MALH OR FEMALE, can
business: exclusive territory. Oar
make all kinds of money selling
goods are guaranteed full weight,
my Pongee Swiss Kmbroldered
full measure and in every way
Waist Patterns and Silk Shawls.
meet the reutrements of all pur
money tor yon. CatsJsgus
3Ue
food laws. JlXeeil J"lial itoMaa
nails, on request. JoMpn Oiuch,
tty; write today for particulars.
111 Broadway, N. T. city.
Jehu Sexton 4k company. Whole
tale Orovers. Laks A Franklin sts.,
Julletes
Com fortable slippers and
for women. They rest your feet and
make housework easy. At the same
CITIZEN
time they look neat and dainty. Prices
WANT ADS
run from 11.10 to 12. C. May's shoe
BRING RESULTS.
store, 314 West Central avenue.
er

rjis

n,

Business Opportunities
seeking
a publisher
AUTHORS
the
with
should communicate
Cochrane Publishing company, 177
Tribune building, New York city.
good
FOR SALE Well established,
0.
paying business. Invoices about
Address P. O. Box 220, Albuquerque, New Mex.
18,-00-

TO LOAN

Do you need ItT We can

furnish capital for any meritorious
enterprise. Stock and bond issues

sold on commission basis. Metro111
politan Investment company.
La Salle St., Chicaro.

LOST

and

m

well-burn-

er

TO RENT A nicely furnished front
room; can have board In house If
wanted. No other roomers. 201 B.
Walter street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
110, 111
for light housekeeping,
and IIS per month, 114 West Oold.
rooms,
FOR RENT Nice furnis!-.for housekeeping. Apply Mrs. Dor-a124 W. Central, rear. Rent reasonable.

MONET

Wt

e.;

Furnished Rooms

MONEY

ts.

FOUND

on First street
REWARD I
at she. head of tiolri avenue, a dia
mond wvihiiiK 1 onrat; return to
room II, Cromwell building, and
receive reward
Itione 829.

830

We are Just as anxious to sell you
khoe polishes and: laces as we are to
supply you with modern, reliable foot'
wear. Our stock of good dressings

and laces In black, tan, brown, gray,
pink and oxblood la well assorted and
C. May's
we guarantee satisfaction.
shoe store, 314 West Central avenue.

A. Montoya
tit

We Ask You

KILLthc

cough

rmnn

the

mm

Dr. King's

Nov

Discovery

aiaiia
Kl uuvno

bi-e-

pack Bxairr.

XLHUQUEHQTJE CITIZEN.
Elks' lodife room. Hr order of the
president. Francis Dye. secretary.
Mr. Julln Selover. of Pan Il. go.
who h.-- been the guest of her daugh
ter, Mrs. 8. t. Corn, of 511 West
avenue, left for her home last
night.
William Farr, a former resident of
Alouquernue, but now mHklng his
home In Riverside, Oil., arrived :n
the city Saturday evening and will
remain several days.
Box factory wood $3.50 full load
W. H. Hahn Co.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. lloehl left
this morning on a pleasure trip In
the east. They will visit Titpeka,
Chicago and iMyton. Ohio. Mr. I tot h
Is claim silent fur the Hanta Fe at
the local freight house.
Dr. Nacamuli. who leaves Satur
day f'ir Europe, will Irave his practice in the care of Drs. Wylder and
Osuna, nf the X. T. Arniljo building.
Dr. Xaeaniuli expeetfl to be absent
from the city five or six months.
Two young men who said that they
were boilermakeiw were sentenced to
ten days each on the chain gang this
morning because they confessed that
they nuli; Into the city without paying tare. One drunk was fined JTW. S. Lowe, of the department of
the interior, arrived yesterday morning from A trip In the Grand Canyon
and Southern California, en route for
St. Louis, where he will remain for
several weeks on official business.
Ernestine Cantrel has brought suit
against her husband, E. A. Cantrel,
for divorce, alleging
They were married in Old Albuquerque October 24, 1894. Their two
children are living with their mother.
Walter S. Grimm, a driver in the
employ of the Diamond lee company,
dropped an Ice saw on his wrist this
Hhs-Hdl-

(TV

NOBBY LOW SHOES
This is low shoe time and high time to
discard your heavy footwear and buy a pair
of our snappy Oxfords, Pumps or Slippers.
They show olf the beauty of your foot to
the best advantage, and fit so well right
from the beginning that the painful process
of breaking-i- is entirely eliminated.
n

Men's Oxfords, black, tan, oxblood
$2.50
Men's Slippers, black or tan
$1.50
Women's Oxfords, black, tan, grey, white. .$1.50
Women's Pumps, black or tan
$2. 50
Women's Slippers, high or low heel
$1.25
Boys' and Girls' Oxfords and Slippers.. ..$1.25

to $4.00
to $2. 50
to $4.00
to $3. 50
to $3.00
to $2.50

--

O

v.v-'.-

A SMALL, PURCJlAsK
of our candy alwaya results In a big
gor one next time. Nobody who
tasted our candy Is ever satisfied with
a I'ttle box the second time.
But even a little of our candy Is
bttter than none at all. Indeed It Is

much better than a whole lot of the
common kind. So come in for any
quantity you like. If you cannot b:iy
much, buy as nuch as you can. You'll
enjoy It anywiy
SCirrjTT CANDY CO.
Second Door North of I. O.

PERSONAL
PARAGRAPHS
Insure
th. Occidental Life.
Try Olorleta beer. mone.482.
A. M. Patterson, of Madrid, wus a
v!eitor In the city yesterday.
Regular meeting of Alamo Hive No.
1
tonight at Odd Fellows' hall.
Probate court Is In session at the
Bernalillo county court house today.
Floyd Whitson returned to the city
this morning from a pleasure trip to
California.
The California limited was six hours
late today on account of bad weather
in Kunsas and Missouri.
W. L. Trimble lift lust night for
Ias Cruces and other southern points,
on a short business trip.
I. P. Keeping, sales agent for the
Continental Oil company, hms left on
a short business trip through the PecIn

Shoe Department for the Most Stylish Shoes.

SELBY FOOTWEAR

$2.50 to $6.00
SMARTEST STYLES
When buying shoes look for the
"Selby" trade mark. You can find
It only here. It is stamped on the
sole and sewn in the lining. Every
woman tecognizes them as her safeguard against inferior
shoes. They have pleased thousands of womand
en and we are sure they will please you. Study this wholesome footwear on your neighbor's feet, then march to
shoe department for your next pair and ask for
Selby's. Prices the lowest, for good footwear.
ng

Ros-enwal-

d's

In Case of Emergency
C. O.

r.

One of our Three Registered Men may be
found at the following Telephone Numbers:
HOFFMAN 1434; I. W. 8CHMALH9ACK 1442
GCO. B. WILLIAM

1169

The WILLIAMS DRUG Co.

v.

117

rt

Central Avenue. Bine Frout. Phone 780.

tlbnqaerqne.

For First Class Work aai Prompt Delivery
CALL

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

os culley.
Mrs. Ralph Hunt, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. Y. Walton, has left for
El Paso, after spending several weeks

visiting here.
Mrs. Edward
Shores, of North
Fourth street, left last night for Mis
souri, where she will make her home
in the future.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Copeland, of 433
s,
South Broadway, have gone to
Cal., where they will make
their future home.
Last call on the big shoe sale now
going on at William Chaplin's,
121
West Central
avenue.
Florshelm
hoes for men "at cost.
John Lee Clark, of the John Lee
Clark curio store, returned last night
after a short business trip in Denver
and other Colorado points.
There will be a regular meeting of
the Fraternal Brotherhood tonight In
!Red-land-

WHEN YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK FOR

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

We have both makes. Our stock is large. Every piece marked very
low in plain figures. We will give a 10 per cent discount on these goods
to reduce stock.

Jeweler

FVFDITT
V L.IV1 1 I
L.

Central Ave.
Albuaueraue

Stylish Millinery

VHTTE VAGONS

E. L. WAS1IBURX, Pres.

C. O. CUSHMAN, Sec.

A

Treas.

E. L. Washburn Company
(Inqorcoratbd)
Complete Outfitters for Men and Boys

A

Will Make
All Plain to You:

WE are not advertising any big sales but our
goods will bear inspection and our prices
comparison with any in the city give us a
call before buying.

Miss LUTZ

208 South 2d Street
Phone 832

Try-o- n

in the STEIN
Fit, style, and make-uBLOCH manner. You will find it different
from what you have experienced heretofore.
The fit will fit you, the style will point your
figure properly, the make-uwill reward your
search. No other clothes we know of and
we are fairly clothes-wiswill touch you off
do.
as STE1N-BLOCThe why? Well, we guess it's brains and a
serious desire to play square with American
p,

I

I STRAWBERRIES

t

;

You Will be

:

Surprised

i:

This Spring to sea how
many vari-atlt;iere are
fln'l
In
models of 3ui!
Overcoats, NY i kinks In
pockets, cuff
m sleeve
cut of tlu skirts.
and
We'll show
o't ti e ai-things in

Our Berries are shipped
to us direct from the
patch the same day they
are picked. They are arriving in fine condition.
Ciive them a triil
::

M

Hart Schaffner
& Marx

Hardware
Co,.,

318 W.

Central

Phone 315

Ave.

Stoves, Ranges, House Furnish
ing Goods, Cutlery and Tools,
Iron Pipe, Valves and Fittings

Plumbing, Heating,
Tin and Copper Work

A. J. MALOY
Phone 72

i

n.

fabrics In all
of H;trt. Seh.ifliT r & Marx
clothes; and all the oth- -r
good points.
All-wo-

H

:

t

Suit, $18 to $40

I J.A.GARDNER I
!

Hand Tailored Clothes
for Gentlemen
mmmplm

Room

Nw

Mmn-Ic-

e

men.'

Suits $18.00 to $30.00
Paragon Trousers, the Best on the

market $5.00 to $18.00

1WM
, V

Our
Clearance Sate
t

the first three days of this week was a grand success. Our old
customer-- - took advantage of the rare offerings and many new cus- tmer-w- r
m4 firm friends f UiU tU.- TW-- Uiree days' aJ
Is over, but the low prices still prevails Pm4 Ha. and let yoaj
?fit'
juagrr.eni verify our statement.
u4 ,, 4
k.

This store is tin home of
Keharfner & Marx
clothes.

Hart

C.pT'ijM

1909

by

Ht

Schnftncr

&

Mart

Ihe Central

SIPION

venue
Clothier

o

Ctomnlng Work

319 West Gold Avenue

1IIK WKKJIITS TO !UIl,l
i:X(ilAM
MltSIIII'S

lli

London, May 3. Wilbur and
Wright, who arrived from the
continent last nlglit for n visit prior
to their departure for the United
Gclburn's Employment Office States, hud a conference with the
mutter of ordnance at the war office?
this morning and diseunsed a proposal
113J West Central Ave.
WAN'TKD at once Kdgerman, set- that they supply the government with
ters, lumber graders, two laborers, one or more aeroplanes.
also good carpenter.
Long steady
STHIKK KKSILTS SERIOUSLY.
Job; good wiige.s.
New York, May 3. Two men are In
the hospital and ten In Jail as a recoming to this city for years In the sult of disturbances in bakery shops
Interests of his firm and is well on the East Side, following a strike
known here among the members of of the bakers. Schuelen Kubenstein
the Masonic: order of which he is a entered the bake shop of Michael
Novak, and finding "a loaf of bread
member in high standing.
without a label, attacked
the proThe replevin suit brought by Jesse prietor.
The latter's wife threw a
Miller against Thelin Iiros., and taken sugar bowl, fracturing Rubenstein's
up for
Saturday, still occupied skull.
the attention of the Second district
court thin afternoon.
The action Is
RIG SMKLTKIt 1DLK.
one invoiving the ownership of wool
Salt Lake, May 3. The plant of
taken
Bheep leased by Berna- the American Smelting
and Refining
lillo Lrarrup and
Strum-quis- t
Kdward
company at Murray Is silent today on
from Thelin Uros., but after- account of a strike of the 400 emwards taken from the former on the ployes for higher wages.
alleged violation of contract.
Bear-ru- p
and Strumquist borrowed money,
giving the wool as security.
COMMENCEMENT GIFT BOOKS
The police are looking for a man
who registered at the Alvarado Saturday night as H. C. Mcllroy, occuseason Is
here
Commencement
pied room Xo. 60 Saturday night, and again; a season full of joy
and heartSunday and last night disappeared. aches. Full of Joy for something
acHe is wanted to explain his posses- complished full of heartaches besion of two grips.
One was stolen cause of close association severed.
from a room at the Columbus hotel Here is the milestone in so many lives.
and belonged to R. W. Marshall. Now the real struggle begins. HenceThe other was stolen from a North forth battles must be fought alone
Third street resort and belonged to or you fall by the wayside. And now
a Mrs. Martin. The valises were re-- j we bid you Godspeed and hope you
covered. The man left one In room have the backbone to succeed.
Xo. 60 when he left and the otner
You will want to show your apprehe had checked at the Alvarado check ciation of your friend's achievement
stand. A pistol Is the only article In school work, and there Is nothing
of value missing. The clothing in the so appropriate as a handsome book
two valises was Intact.
in the gift line. If you are looking
for something desirable and well selected, we have It. Here Is a list
that you can't beat this side of Chicago:
Mrs. Hirer, at her corset
My Commencement.
My Graduation.
parlors, corner Fourth and
My High School Pays.
In Old School Days.
Gold, will sell the newest
Happy School Days.
hygienic; corset at 20 jmt
A Book of Sweethearts.
Sweethearts Always.
for two weeks. Fie
An Old Sweetheart of Mine.
The Girl Graduate.
guaranteed. Indies rail, see
Home Again With Me.
(lcmonMratlon and Ih lilted.
Out to Old Aunt Mary's.
The Harrison Fisher Book.
The Christy Girl.
The Rivals.
The Value of Friendship.
The Beauties of Friendship.
Oxford Sx'ial
Uoscmvulil'H Shoe
Good Friendship.
Itartnient.
All That's Lovely.
I.on't put It off until you can not
get your size. We have but 75 pair
Besides this collection we have an
unequaled assortment of handsomely
of women's oxfords left, mostly broken lines, hut all sizes in the lot. They bound standard bonks, padded leathmust go. 93c per pair for J2.on values er, limp leather, burnt leather, ooz
while they last. Remember the place, calf and decorated cloth bindings, all
boxed editions that make a dainty
Rosenwald s shoe department.
Inexpensive gift that will be fully apo
preciated.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
A full line also, of
the popular
FOR SALK 29 room hotel. gjod latest fiction, such as The Alternabufliness, $1,300 will swing It; bal- tive, The Music Master. Infatuation,
0
ance on time. Other business reason Special Messenger, Comrads.
or
Fight. The Bronze Bell, The Girl and
for selling.
o
the Bill. Septimus, etc It will make
you feel good Just to look the line
Snia.slies all Records.
As an
laxative tonic and over.
health-buildSTRONG'S BOOK STORE.
no other pills can comNext door to P. O.
X pare with Dr. King's New Life Pills, Phone 1104.
o
They tone and regulate stomach, liver and kidneys, purify the blood,
Printers and others interstlet 1
strengthen the nerves; cure constipa- th printing trao.es will b. Interests
tion, dyspepsia, biliousness, Jaundice, to learn that they can secure th Inheadache, chills and malaria.
Try land Printer of O. J. Kraemer, at Ta
them, 25c at all dealers.
Cltlseo office.

The
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West Silver Avenue.

4

Caters, only, to a nice and
respectable class of trade.
None other need apply.
Consumptives not accom- - $
1.
modated

j

J. A. Wood, Ptop.

t.-l-al

I

t

Swift's Preminia
Hams,

:

16c

Bacon,, 24c

Virginia Hams,
Virginia Bacon,

16c

2k

These two brands are the
best the packers can put out

i

ISKINNER'S
X

205 South First Street

I Coal Coke Wood

1

BEST AMERICAN BLOCK
OOAL

ALL LENGTHS CEDAR AND
PINION WOOD.
MILL AND FACTORY WOOD.
LUMP, SB.64).
NUT,

$4J5.

We'll Please or Bust
We wtU meet any compctttlosi

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Phone 251.
Office, Corner Granite and First

all-rou-

er

p

II

n.

!

54-4-

Crescent

t
models hpre; tliey-v- ?
produced sonv very stiin-nlnsmart thlnRs; we
have something for every
nmn's
taste.
from
the
quiet dnej-ye- r
who
sticks
to conventional
o
Ideas,
the swell young chap ho
fash-Iowill "go the limit" of
H--

:,wi-

mm-

I

t, lry.

4
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stitches to close the wound. Mr.
Grimm'e Injury though painful will
not keep him from his work.
Madam Steward-Lam- b
has Just re
ceived a complete line of the newest
things, including the swellest new
pressed shapes In Milan, French
chip and the fancy burnt braids. Also
a complete line of fruits and flow
ers at prices that defy competition.
The annual meeting of the auxiliary
to the Children's Home society will
be held at the Woman's club building
Wednesday, May 5, at 7:30 p. m. At
this time there will be election of of
ficers and much important business
will be brought before the meeting. A
full attendance Is requested.
Col. W. S. Hopewell returned to
day from Engle, N. M., where he saw
the work being done on the great
Engle project.
Col. Hopewell
said
the project "Xvua being conducted with
military precision and w ould result In
bn Immense amount of fine agricul
tural land being reclaimed.
John A. Lee, a retired lumber merchant, .suffered a fainting spell on
Second street near Central avenue yesterday afternoon at 5:30 o'clock and
fell violently to the sidewalk before
assistance
could reach
him. He
bled profusely from a wound on the
back of the head and was taken to
St. Joseph hospital for surgical attention.
Krennlng, representing the
, William
Krcnnlng Glass company of St. Louis,
Mo., spent Saturday In the city calling on his trade as well as visiting
his friends. Mr. Krennlng has been

yamomooccaoy34Koomo
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Strong Brothers
W'.fll

Shoes Shoes Shoes

J

SELLING OUT AT COST
Every pair of Shoes on our shelves must be sold
within thirty days from May 1st, nothing reserved
V

every pair must go.

NE W SEASONABLE STOCK-- No

Trash

!fow4s your time to get a pair of shoes cheaper
- tnaavjer Deiore in thj
city. ,.

NSIMPIER CLAP K SHOE CO.
Door
First

North of Postoffice, South Second St.

Mrs. R. B. Patten
Lady Assistant
You cau Clothe Your Kamiij

here on

SI.OO PER WEEK
Men's & Ladies' Suits a specialty

E. MAHARAN
SIS West Central.

